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LAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS AND TRANSITION 
ON A FLAT PLATE 
By G. B. Schubauer and H. K. Skramstad. 
SUMMARY 
Oscillations in the laminar bundary l ayer on 	 flat 
Plate and their relation to traasition to turbulent flow 
have been investigated. The investigation was 'conducted 
in the 4 k- foot wind tunnel at the National ,Bureau of 
Standards with the cooperation and financial assistance. 
of .the. National Advisory Committee for. Aeronautiös. 
The. investigation reveals that laminar-boundary-
layer oscillations not only exist but have characteristics 
completely described by the stability theory of Tollmlen 
and Sôhlichting for the boundary layer inthe absence of 
pressure gradient. A.review of-.the theory is given. 
Oscillations in the laminar boundary layer were dieàov-
ered when the turbulence in the tunnel was reduced to the 
point where transition resulted from the oscillations 
rather than directly from the turbulence. Such oscilla-
tions, which arehere termed. 'natural oscillation's.," were 
found to result from amplification of small initial die-
turbances impressed on the boundary layer by the residual 
turbulence and the noise in the tunnel. 
The turbulence in the tunnel was reduced by damping 
screens and the reduction was continued by tha.add.it,ion 
of screens until a practicable limit was reached. At and 
near the limit, the apparent turbulence, indicated by the 
hot-wire anemometer, contained a large amount of particle 
velocity resulting from sound. During the reduction of 
turbulence, transition on the flat plate at zero peB.sure 
gradient was determined.. The effect of. turbulence and 
sound on the oscillatic.ms was inves-tigated. 
The characteristics of boundary-layer oscillations 
were studied most successfully when the oecillations were 
artificially produced by a .
 vibratinZ rtbhzi placed in 
the boandary layer near the surface.. Good agreement with
2 
stability theory was obtained. Effects of pressuregradi-
ent were also investigated. 
Transition resulting from oscillations forced on the 
boundary layer by the vibrating ribbon was investigated, 
and certaiTi conclusions are drawn regarding the nature of 
the transition.
I. INTRODUCTION 
From previous investigations, both theoretical and 
experimental, much is known about the laminar boundary 
layer. Its mean Velocity distribution, thickness, and 
separation point may be regarded as so well understood 
that little further study is required. When fluctuations 
occur in the laminar boundary layer, their origin, char--
acter, and effect on transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow still present formidable problems. It has been ob-
served, for example, that the flow in a laminar boundary 
layer is not steady when turbulence is present in the sur-
rounding stream; but, beyond the simple observation that 
velocity fluctuations exist, little is known experimental-
ly concerning the behavior of the fluctuations. Transi-
tion is known to d.epend on stream turbulence and fluctua-
tions iii the layer are believed to be the primary cause 
of transition, but just how the three are interrelated 
has never been completely understood. 
Experimental evidence indicates, in some cases at 
least, that transit-ion results from separation of the 
boundary layer caused by adverse pressure gradients; and 
the view has been taken by Taylor (reference i) and other 
investigators that the local, pressure gradients accompa-
nying velocity fluctuation•s bring about transition in this 
way. Isotropic turbulence in the surrounding flow in-
volves velocity fluctuations for which the pressure gra-
dients are known when the intensity and the scale of the 
turbulence are specified, and relationC involving this 
pressure gradient and t-ransit'ion Reynolds number that are 
in fair agreement with experiment have been proposed. 
These relations are restricted to •a particular type of 
disturbance but are useful for expressing experimental 
results on the effect of isotropic turbulence. 
On the purely theoretical side, attempts have been 
made to account -for transition by stability considerations 
in which the growth or decay of a small disturbance is do-
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termined. by the ki-nematic viscosity of the 	 fluid,	 the 
thickness of the boundary layer,	 the	 speed outside the 
layer,	 and th'frequency or the wave length of the dis-
turbance.
	
Important	 contribution.s to	 stabilitr theory 
have been made by Tol1nde 	 (references 2 and 3) and 
Schlichting (references 4 to 7).. 	 Experimental evidence 
has so far yielded only scant 	 support	 of the	 a.tability 
theory;	 and this support has Co-me 	 from experiments in 
hichthe'flôw was known to be 	 of an unstable type: 
namely,	 the flow in a divergent	 channel	 (reference 8),	 in 
•
a wake at	 low speeds	 (referenc,e	 9),	 and. in an acoustic- 
ally sensitive	 jet	 (reference 10).	 Nosupport has	 come 
frompast
	
wind-tunnel experiments., 'in which the	 connec- 
tion between the 'dl.sturbance	 and tra.nsit io-n' appears to 
be mainly, through the magnitude of the disturbance. 	 'In 
short,	 the ac-cumulated wind-tunnel results have'led to 
the	 general	 opinion among experiinentaliste 'that the 
pressure gradients accompanying any disturbance in the 
surrounding. flow cause transit ion whe.i 	 such gradients be-
come	 sufficiently large.
	
'In	 contrast-,	 stability theory 
requires that the boundary. layer be either	 stable	 or Un-
stable,	 depending merely' on the	 frequency or	 the wave 
length of the disturbances present; 	 hence,	 the nature	 of 
the	 disturbance rather than its magnitude :
 is	 t.h'e	 essen-
tial	 quality.	 Experiment and the'oy have therefore. led 
to divergent points
	 o'f view and neither has
	
fully ex- 
plained the
	 nature	 of transition. 
In	 the	 resent	 experiment	 it	 is hoped •that
	 the 'two 
points	 of view have been brought	 into	 closer accord for 
one	 of the' simplest,	 but	 practical,	 boundary-layer prob-
lems -
	 that	 of the Blasius distribution near
	 the-surface 
of a flat plate.	 The	 experiment	 was originally intended 
to be a general	 study	 of transition on a flat 	 plate at 
zero pressure gradient under 	 conditions	 of low stream tur-
bulence,	 one purose'being totrace
	
the	 course	 of tran-
sition as near as possible	 to vanishing turbulence..	 This 
purpose was carried 	 out,	 but	 the appearance at	 low turbu-
lence	 of an oscillation in the laminar boundary layer 
ouened a now field
	 of investigation and led to an exten-
sive	 study of the phenomena termed 
oscillations."	 Investigations revealed 	 that	 the	 oscilla-
tions were
	 the	 result	 of amplification	 of	 small disturb-
ances
	 in accordance with stability theory,
	
When the
	 os-
cillations were. artificially prbduced,
	 their	 characteris-
tics	 could be	 studied in detail
	 and compared with the 
characteristics proscribed by theory.
V
4It	 seems	 evident	 from the	 r:esu'lts *of
	 this. investiga-
tion	 that	 transition	 involves two things:	 One	 is the die-
turb'ance	 i'eself,	 its	 origin,	 and	 its	 behavior	 in the 
boundary layer;	 the	 other is	 the	 effect	 of the disturb-
ance,	 either produced in the boundary layer or entering 
from without,	 in bringing about
	 turbulent	 flow.	 Suffi-
ciently small disturbances cannot produce
	 transition,	 but 
a small disturbance may grow according to
	 stability theo-
ry until	 it	 is	 sufficiently large to cause
	 the flow to 
become turbulent.	 The growing process is the link between 
the	 stability thèor.y and transition. 
In most	 of the earlier investigations,	 observations 
of the	 transition point were made
	 but
	 little-or-no ef-
fort was' made to	 observe disturbances in the 'boundary 
layer	 before	 transition.	 The	 first	 known ob:servati.ons
	
of 
velocity fluctuations in the laminar boundary layer. were 
made. by Dryden
	 (reference	 11)	 but.,	 in his	 experiment	 as 
in most	 others,	 the	 initial	 disturbances-were	 so. large 
that	 transition occurred after
	 only a small	 g.rowth. 
'Nikuradse	 (reference 12)
	 attempted to test
	 the	 stability 
theory by producin.g sinusoidal
	 fluctuatio.ns	 in the bound-
ary l ayer near the	 leading edge	 of a flat plate in water; 
but	 the	 result,s were
	 inconclusive, 'partly because	 the 
artific-ial	 fluctuations,	 as well as general	 disturbances, 
were too large and partly because
	 observations were .lim-
ited to the determination of transition points
Tli'eresults obtained in the pr-esent 'investigation 
can be attributd largely to the low level of' turbulence 
in the wind stream and to the careful study madeof velo- 
ity fluctuations throughout the laminar boundary layer. 
Hot-wire anemometers 'of high sensitivity and of special 
design made such an investigation possible. 
The investigation of transition on a flat plate at 
low turbulence was suggested by Dr. Hugh.L. Dryden, and 
the authors wish to acknowledge his assistance and many 
valuable suggestions in connection with the experimental 
program.
II.. SYMBOLS 
x	 distance from leading edge of flat 'i1ate 
y	 distance from surface of flat plate 
U 0	 moan velocity outside boundary layer 
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U	 mean velocity at a point in boundary layer 
U	 instantaneous x-component of"fluctuatlon velocity 
v	 instantaneous y-component of fluctuation vlocity 
w	 instantaneous.fluctuation velocity perpendicular 
to U0
 and parallel to surface of flat plate 
•o.	 ull 
: I 
root-mean-square va.lues of ü, v, and w 
c 	
wave velocity 
O r = 2iif, where f' = oscillation fr.quoncy 
a.. = 21r/?, where X	 wave length 
j	 amplification coefficient 
p	 density. 
vi.cbsit 
1)	 I./p = kinematic viscosity 
q	 dynamic pressure' 
6	 boundary-layer thickness 
6*	 boundary-layer displacement thickness 
11 X 8* = 1.72 J- for Blasius velocity di'st,ributicn 
	
6*	 .0.341 8 relation used by Tçllmien and' 
Schlichting (:rof.e;rexce,c 2, .4, and' •s) 
R = U 0 8*/i., = Reynolds ' number 
=	 = x-Reynolds number 
R	 1.72	 for lasius velocity distribution.
 
dU
2 
	
8	 . 
A	 - = Krmàn.-Poh1hauson parameter 
dx	 1.
6III. APPARATUS AND METHODS
1. Wind Tunnel 
The present investigation was cond1.\cted in the 4-
foot wind tunnel at.the National Bureau of.Standard.s. 
The general layout of the tp.nnel is shown in figure 1. 
The flat plate was located vertically in the test section 
with the loading edge 6 feet . from the upstream end.. In 
order to reduce vibration, the test section of this tun-
nel is supported dirçct1y from the foundation and Is 
joined to the rest of the circuit by only a sponge-rubber 
seal at each end. The area reduction from settling cham-
ber to test section Is 7.1:1. The guide vanes ahead of 
the settling chamber were made finer than the others in 
order to reduce the scale of the turbulence and to permit 
as much reduction in turbulence through decay as possible. 
Since directional fluctuations in the horizontal plane 
were found to be large, .closely spaced straighteners were 
placed at right angles to and on top of the fine guide 
vanes. This combination was in effect a honeycomb and 
resulted in great improvement in the steadiness of the 
stream. Further reduction of turbulence was obtained by 
installing damping screens in the settling chamber. With-
out screens, the turbulence in the test section was 0.27 
percent at 100 foot per second and, with seven screens, 
WRS 0.032 percent.
2. Flat Plato 
-	
The flat plate was a commercial sheet of aluminum 
1/4 inch thick, 4 feet wide, and 12 feet long. . The lead-
ing edge, which was symmetrical and pointed, wa g formed 
by the intersection of circular arcs tangent to the orig-
inal surface 4 inches from the leading edge. The surface 
was left in its original condition and had a mirrorlike 
finish, marr.ed slightly by small scratches barely percep-
tible. to the finger tips. Waviness was auite perceptible 
when viewed near grazing incidence. A surface gage showed 
variations from approximately Q.01 to 0.02 inch over dis-
tances from 1 to 2 feet. These were bends in the plate 
evidently produced by the rolling process. 
The plate was bolted along the top and the bottom 
edges to one side of 3-Inch steel channels, which were in 
turn bolted to the floor and to the ceiling of the tunnel. 
The flanges away from the plate serve. as rails at the floor
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and at the ceiling for a carriage on which all ecplor.ing 
apparatus was mounted. The carriage was simply a steel 
plate 3/8 Inch thick and 6 inches wide, with, runners and 
guides at the ends in contact with the rails. This plate 
was thus parallel to the wind, and 3 inches from the flat 
plate. All explorations in the b punday layer were. made 
25 inches or more ahead of the carriage to avoid the lo-
cal pressure field. The carriage was propelled by hand 
from.the outside of the tunnel by a sprocket. and, chain. 
3..Contr6l of Pressure Distribution 
In order to control the pressure gradient. along the, 
fl-at plate, the cross section of the working , chaber was 
varied by AdJustable auxiliary walls on the vertical sides 
of the chamber. These walls were' aluminum sheets 1/16 
inch thick and 22 inches wide extending from.opposite the 
trailing edge of the plate to a distance 4 feet ahead of 
the leading edge. The sheets, mounted on sc ,rews, spaced. 
9 inches, and threaded through. the tunnel walls, were ad-
justable , to and from the side's of the. tunnel. , In order 
to prevent discontinuity at the top and at the, bottom 
edges, the sheets were backed by a 'stretched rubber dia-
phragm; the combination of aluminum sheet and rubber 
formed a continuous flexible wall that could be warped or 
displaced as desired. The maximum range. 'of displacement 
of' these auxiliary walls was about 4 inches. 
By this means the pressure could be made %o rise, to 
fall, orto.rema'in constant along -'the plate. ,(Se curves 
A, B, and C, fig. 30.) For most of the experiment the 
walls were set for zero pressure gradient. 
The provision for warping-the walls into,a bulge or 
a hollow did not prove so u-seful as was anticipated be-
cause the. effect of the warp usually extended over too 
great a distance to give the desired result; When it wad
 
'desired to produce a sharp. pressure rise or fall, other 
devices were used. For example, an airfoil extending 
from floor to ceiling near' the- plate produced a sharp 
pressure fall followed by an abrupt rise. A pressure fall 
without a rise was easily produced by proper blocking of 
the et-roam. 
Although measurements were taken, on only one side of 
the flat plate,. the auxiliary walls -on each side of the 
tunnel were given the same 'shape for symmetry. Some.asym-.
n
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metry nevertheless existed because of the presence of the 
carriage an& the me,asuring equipment on only one side of 
the plate. Although this resulted in greater blocking 
of the stream on the working side, it was found that some 
excess blocking here was necessary to direct the flow at. 
a slight angle to the leading edge of the)plate so that 
the tagnation point was'a displaced slightly from the 
sharp edge to the working side of the plate. The transi-
tion point was un;ffected by the position of the stagna-: 
tion point so long as this point was not displaced to the 
opposite side of the plate. The slight excess blocking 
was therefore maintained at al:l times to prevent direc-
tional variations accompanying the turbulence in the 
stream from ever carrying the stagnation point t:o the op-
posite side. 
4. Measurement of Pressure Distribution and
Determination of Transition Point 
A small pitot-static head wa.s arranged as shown in 
figure'2 witli the impact tube In contact with the cur-
face and the static tube parallel to the stream 1/4 inch 
from the'surface. This combination was carried on an arm 
attached to the carriage 28 inches to the rear and co'uld 
slide fore and aft with fork-like guides and impact tube 
always in 'contact with the surface. Both tubes. were. made 
from thin-wall nickel tubing with 0.04-inch outside diam-
eter. The impact tube was flattened on the end to form a 
slit 0.007 inch wide, the center of which was 0.006 inch 
from the surface when the tube was in contact. The atat-
ic tube had four 0.008-inch holes drilled through the 
wall, 8 diameters from the closed end. 
Only the static tube of this instrument: was used when 
pressure ditributions were measured and both tubes were 
used when transition points were determined. Traverses 
were always ho.rizontal and usually made along the center 
line of the :Plate. The static pressure was thus measured 
1/4 inch from the surface, which for most of the surface 
corresponded to a position outside the boundary layer. 
A large variation of pressure normal to the surface. was 
found near the leading edge where the pressure distribu-
tionwas determined by the shape of the leading edge. 
Also, pressure effects caused by waviness of the surface 
depended on the distance fro.m the surface. Since the 
former variations were confined to the firs.t 6 inches from 
the 1eding edge and the latter were small, variations
t 
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in pressure in the 1/4-inch distance normal to the surface 
were neglected.. 
The detection of transition by the surface-tube meth-
od depends on the variation with x of impact pressure 
near the surface, which corresponds closely to the varia'- 
tion of shearing stress at the surface. This impact pres-
sure decreases with distance from the leading edge to the 
beginning of transition, then rises through the transi-
tion region, and again falls in the turbulent region. In 
the present work, the point of minimum pressure was taken 
as the beginning of transition and. the point of maximum 
pressure following the rise was taken as the point where 
turbulence was fully developed. 
5. Determination of Boundary-Layer Thickness 
Velocity distributions, across the boundary layer were 
determined by traversing normal to the surface with a 
flattened impact tube similar to the surface tube. This 
tube was carried on an arm similar to .
 the one shown with 
the hot-wire anemometer attached In figure 3. Both the 
micrometer screw A and the fulcrum B were held in con-
tact with the surface of the plate by the rigid arm ex-
tending rearward to the carriage,and motion of the impact 
tube to and from the surface was obtained by rocking the 
arm about the fulcium by means of the screw.. Thevelocity 
distributions were used to determine 8* .
 When the pres-
sure gradient was zero, the measured values of 8* were' 
In agreement with those calculated by the Blasius formula 
= 
Whenever the value of 8* was needed for 'presenting re-
sults obtained at zero pressure gradient, the value cal-
culated by this' formula was used. 
Toilmien and Schlichting (references 2, 4, and 5) 
used a constant in the above formula equal to 1.73 for 
computing 6 *
. "lore recent values of the constant are 
1.7207 given by 'Dryden (reference 11) and 1.7208 given by 
Goldstein (reference 13). A value of 1.72 is therefore 
used in the present worl'.
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6. Hot-Wire Turbulen-ce Equipment 
A variety of apparatus, such as amplifiers, bridges, 
potentiometers, oscillators, -o.scillographs, and numerous 
types of hot-wire anemometer ., comes under the heading of 
ho-t-wire equlpmen .t for measuring turbulence. Amplifiers 
with attendant power supplies and hot-wire anemometers 
are usually special e quipment, whereas the other equip-. 
ment is of staiidard commercial design. Amplifiers used
	
S 
in turbulence work and circuits to compensate for the 
thermal lag of hot wi-res have, however, been standardized 
to a- certain extent and theiressential features are de- 
scribed in the literature. Two amplifiers., which were 
designed and built by W. C :
 
Mock, Jr., were used in the 
present investigation. One of the amplifiers is described 
in reference 14; the other was a newer and more portable 
type with about the same frequency response but using 
Capacitance compensation instead of inductance compensa-
•tion. Both types .
 of compensation and. the requiemente 
to be met by each type are described in reference 15. The 
theory p compensation is given In reference 16. When 
properly compensated, the over-all response of wire and 
amplifiers was uniform from-3 to about 2000 cycles per 
second. 
In all cases hot-wire anemometers must be calibrated 
by measuring the voltage across the wire at known air-
speeds; or, if the anemometer is sensitive to direction 
changes, it must be calibrated by measuring the voltage 
at several angles to the wind. For this purpose a poten-
tiometer is necessary. A Wheatstone bridge must be used 
to obtain the resistance of the wire at air temperature. 
Throughout the present work, 'both in calibration and in 
use, the heating current wae held constant and only the 
temperature' and the voltage ac-ross the wire were allowed 
to vary. Thj •condition was maintained during rapid ve- 
locity fluctuations by a sufficiently large choke coil in 
series with the wire. Amplifiers were calibrated by ap-
plying to them a known alternating voltage from an oscil-
lator. By use of the calibration data,, velocity fluctua-
tions could be calculated from the amplified and properly 
compensated voltage fluctuations across the hot wire. A 
cathode-ray oscillograph was used for visual observation 
of fluctuations and also for making photographic records 
with a moving film camera, When observations were simul-
taneously taken on two wires, an electronic switch was 
used in conjunction with the oscillograph.
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7. Hot-Wire Anemometers 
The hOt-wire anemometers used here may be-divided 
intd two c].asses: (1) Those used in the free stream-to 
méasiie turbulence; (2) those uSed in the 'boundary layer 
to study oscillations, transitio.n phenomena, : and.turbu-, 
lance. Anemometers of class .1 were designed for high 
sensitivity and for freedom from vibrational effect's. 
Anemometers of class 2 were designed for working near a 
surface with a minimum of interference and with as little 
vibratiOnal motion relative to the surface as possible. 
Both types used platinum wine 0.00025 inch in diamete,' 
obtained. by etching the silver coating from Wollaston 
wire. The at
	 wire was 'so'ft-soldered. to prongs made

either from fine sewing need.les or from fine copper wire. 
Platinum wires of this size were adequately sensitive in 
- lengths no greater than 3/16 inch and., in the range of op-
erating condittoas, had time constants ranging.from 0.0005' 
• to 0.002 second.. 
• Anemometers of class '1 were made with a single wire 
normal to the wind for measuring u' , or with two wires 
set at an angle to the wind in the form of an X for 
measuring v' and w'. Head's of these two types are 
shown in figure 4. .Both have platinum wires (not visible 
in thehotograph . ) across the tips of the prongs; the' 
four-prong head.. has the two wires forming an X. In the 
X-arrangement the wires lie as nearly as possibl'e 0 in a 
plane without touching and subtend an angle of 60 with 
each wire at an .Rngie of about 30 to th'e :wind.. Braces 
of silk thread cemented across the prongs about 1/4 inch 
from the tips wer.e necessary to prevent wire breakage. 
All 'wires were bout3/16 Inch long. These arrangements 
•	 wires. take advantage of the directional c.haracterls.-

tic's of. a wire in order to obtain 'ensitiv . iy to the com-
ponent desired. The. sensitivity of a'
 wire to direct ion 
is. known to depend on the angle to th5 wind, being zero 
when normal and again when a.ra11e1. Sensitivity to u 
is a maxi-mum when.' the wire is normal. Since V 'and w 
are small, their principal.
 9ffect is to cause fluctuation 
in d.irectjen of the stream when added vectOrially to U 
and the effect on the magnitude of the instantaneous y e-
locitr . Is insigni'f'icant. A wire normal to-the wind re-
sp.ond.s thus to u .
-fluctuat'tcnc rather than to v or w. 
An X
-arrangement of two Identical wires, each making 
the same angle' to the wind, with voltage opposed prbduceo 
a resultant voltage change only when 'the wlres are differ-
IM
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entially cooled.. This arrangement is then insensitive to 
u but highly sensitive to direction changes in the plane 
of the wire.e and hence to v or to w 'depending on the 
orientation of the 'plan"e. When. fluctuations are large, 
isolation of single components in this way is not' com-
plete and voltage changes are not exactly proportional to 
velocity changes. If the fluctuations do not exceed 5 
percent of the mean speed, errors from these sources are 
believed to be lees than .percent. 
The mountings for the hot-wire heads -are shown in 
figure 5,. The central member to which the head is at-
tached is held within the cylindrical tube by a rubter-
band, suspension and in this' way is ibolated frcm'vibration 
from the tunnel walls. Vibrational 'effect. were not trou- 
blesome after a sufficiently soft".uepension of this 
sort was used. The mounting for the Xwires contains an 
angle-changing device for calibrating thO wires. 
In the boundary layer only the u-component was meas-
ured, except, when one attempt wa 'made to discover 'wheth-
er the boundary-laye r oscillations had a w-component. A 
study of. v was considered desirable but no appropriate 
hot-wire head, of sufficiently small dimensions was avail-
able for the purpose. For anemometers of class 2, there-
fore, most attention was given to hot-wire heads with the 
wire normal to the wind, and parallel to the surface. The 
wire length was usually 0.04 inch. For traversing along 
the surface with the wire at a fixed distance, the wire' 
was attached at the tips of . -Prongs extending about 1/4 
inch forward from a small celluloid sled, which was held 
against the surface by wire springs from a 'brass tube at-
tached, to the carriage. A sled, assembly 'with two 'pairs 
of prongs for supporting two wires at different d.i3tances 
from the surface is shown in 'figure 6. Another 'sled was 
also used with two hot wires making a' Viii a plane par
-
allel to the surface. The latter arrangement was sensi-
tive to w. The sle& was believed, to be the 'beet possi-
ble type of hot-wire head' to, prevent relatire motion be-
tween the wire and the surface. Interference effects 
were found negligible. 
For traversing normal to the surface, the hot wire 
was supported on the tips of steel sewing needles ex-
tending into the boundary layer from the 'arm of the trav-
ersing apparatus 'shown infigure 3. This arrangement 
wa.s made sufficiently rigid to be free from vibration 
troubles butws not appropriate for' e traversjng parallel
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to-the surface'. A combintti.on of this a pparatus with a 
sled was used when it was desired to keep one wire at a 
fixed dist-ance from the surface while moving the other in 
and out from the surface. 
IV. REDUCTION OF STREAM TURBULENCE AND EFFECT ON REYNOLDS 
NUMBER OF TRANSITION AT ZERO PRESSURE. GRADIENT 
In the present investigation, effects of high stream 
turbulence were of little concern. Emphasis was placed 
rather on reducing the turbulence as far as practicable in 
order to study the boundary layer when it was as little 
disturbed from the stream as possible. The turbulence was 
successively reduced by placing various numbers and combi-
nations of damping screens in the settling chamber.. For 
each addition of a screen and for every recombination of 
screens, measurements were made of u'/U 0 , v'/U 0 , and 
w'/U 0
 !n theworkingchambo.r and the values of Rat 
the beginning and at the end of transition were determined. 
No correction for wire length according to the method 
given in reference 17 was made., since the appropriate 
scale for v' and w' could not be determined. If the 
pz'obable.ord.er of magnitude of the scale is considered, 
the correction is small and \ is believed t0 be unimportant 
in view of • the accuracy attainable in the measurement of 
low turbulence. 
Screens of fine mesh and small wire were used in or-
der that the turbulence produced by the ' screen itself 
would decay rapidly. Each screen completely covered the 
cross section of the settling chamber and, when more than 
one screen was.used, a spacing of 6 inches or more was 
1lcwed between.
 them. Preliminary surveys with the hot-. 
wi•ro anemometer- showed that the turbulence was uniform 
over the usable cross section of 'the stream and that lit-
tle or no decrease in turbulence occurred in the length 
of the working chamber. The turbulence could therefore 
be specified by hot-wire measurements made at one point 
in the working chamber. The measurements showed that v' 
and w' were nearly equal to each other but 'generally 
greater than u' . This nonisotropic condition is known to 
be caused by the contraction of the stream from the large 
area of the settling chamber to the smaller area of the 
working chamber. Tho more the turbulence was reduced by
14 
the addition of screens, the less this difference became 
and, finally, near the lowest turbulence u
	 was actually 
larger than. V t and . w'. In all cases 'tlio turbulence in-
creased with the wind speed, an effect that could be part-
ly accounted for by b the decreasing resistance coefficient 
of the screens with increasing speed. 
As the number of screens was increased, a reduction 
in turbulence was. obtained with each additional screen 
but by successively decreasing amounts; and the reduction 
by this means appeared to have reached a practicable limit
	 I When six screens were installed.. The measur.ed values with 
six screens ar.e given in table I. It was believed at 
first that a level had been reached nearly equal to the, 
turbulence produced by the screens themselves. A •finer 
screen than any bf the others was therefore added down.-. 
- stream from the six screens already present.. Since no 
screen .
 with finer wires than those already.u8ed..were com-
mercially available, a screen made from silk bolting cloth 
was installed.. Some further reduction wasr .obta-ined but 
not so much. as was expected. No attempt was made at fur-
ther reductIon, The measured values of the turbulence 
at this lowest level are given in table II. The x.-Reynolds 
numbers of transition found during the va1ous stages of 
roductioi are shown in figure .7. The-highest-turbulence 
shown in the figure (0.342 percent) was obtained by plac-
mg a square-msai grid, of 1/2-inch rope, spaced. 6 inches, 
in the settling chamber a few inches downstream from the 
set of six wire screens. The transition point found by 
Hall and Hisl,op (reference 18) for their lowest turbulence 
is indicated in figure 7. By definition, their transition 
point corresponds to the. boginnin .g of transition of the 
present paper. 
Two questions are raised by the' forogong results: 
(1) Why was the addition of the bolting-àJ.oth screen so 
ineffective in further reducing the turbulence., and .
 (2) 
whr was transition on the flat plate unaffected by reduc-
ticn of turbulence below about 0.08 percent? The first 
question is answered in the following section,. The sec-
ond question is more difficult and an attempt will be made 
to answer it only after boundary-layer osc Illations .are 
considered.	 (See section IX.)
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V. RESIDUAL TURBULENCE AND NOISE
 
•	 While the measurements of the lowest turbulence were

in progress, it was noted by the . trace on the screen of 'a 
cathode-ray oscillograph that. the velocity fluctuations 
did not have the random character usually ascribed to tur-
bulence .  Vibration 'of the hot-wire mounting was suspected 
but was .ruled out. since changes in the softness of the 
mounting failed to change the, appearance of the trace. 
C'onsidexati.on was next given to theeffect 'of wind-tunnel 
noise and led to the startling conclusion that a reason-
ably loud sound could involve particle velocities-suffi-
cient to produce an apparent turbulence of the order of 
that actually found.. For example, a calculation based on 
a plane wave with an intensity of 105 decibels above a 
base lev.p'l of 10
	 erg per equare centimeter per peccnd 
showed a root-mean-square parti.cle,veiócity of 0.028 foot 
per second. At awin.d.velocity of 100 feet per second, 
this is equivalent to an appaent turbulence of 0.028 
percent, while the 'measu'ed turbulence was 0,031 percent. 
A few measurement of Intensity with ascund meter con-
nected t•o a crystal microphone showed that the noise level 
was probably between 105 and 110 -decibels at 100 feet per 
second. Since 110. decibels is eQuivalent to an apparent 
turbulence of 0.051 per
	 the., noise couldraccouit for 
the entire hot—wire reading at this speed, At the.
 1o.e,r 
speeds, however, tb.e noise intensity .appe.are,d Insufficient 
to account for the measured turbulence. Since the wave 
pattern in the tunnel was very complex, calculations based 
on plane waves can be at best .n1'y rough arximtIons. Fur- 
tnermorO to avoid, the direct effect-of the wind on the 
microphone, itwas necessary to measure the sound level 
at a distance from the hot wire. 
An analysis was made by a wave ana ly z er Of the spec-
trum of the noise from the tunnel picked up In the tun-
nel control room by the crystal microphone. A similar 
analysis	 .then, wa4.e of, the. output. from the hot wire in 
the wind tunnel. -In both cases tha wind velocity was 80 
feet per second. A comparison of the two. spectrums Is 
shown in figure .8. since the distribution of inte.n.sity 
with frequency is compared. here,., uncertainties in absolute 
intensity are of minor Importance. The similarity of the 
curves indicates that, at a wind velocity of .
 80 ee.t per 
second, a large part of the hot-wire output is. derived 
from noise.
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The values of turbulence in tables I. and II probably 
t contain a significan contribution from noise, especially 
at the higher velocities. A large part of the increase. 
wit,.h velocity is probably due to noise. Also, a 
greater than v' and v' is evidence that not all the 
contributing fluctuations were carried with the stream 
through the entrance, cone, Since most of the noise comes: 
from the' propeller, it is obvious that damping screens 
can reduce only the true turbulence. On the other hand, 
the addition of screens must increase the noise because 
of the higher propeller speed needed to maintain .a given 
wind, velocity through the added resistance in the screen. 
These facts afford a satisfactory explanation of the ef -
fective limit of damping screens in the present tunnel. 
Figure 8 also suggests some information concerning 
the answer to the second question posed in section IV 
regarding the effect of turbulence on transition. Sinoe 
the spectrum of this apparent turbulence is 'unlike that 
of, isotropic turbulence (reference is), such turbulence 
will 'probably affect transit ion in a different manner 
from i•,sotroptc turbulence. Velocity fluctuations from 
sound involve pressure changes not related to those of 
turbulence and involve motions correlated over great dic-
tances. Since the proportion of noise to. turbulence was 
increased with each reduction of turbulence, anomalous 
transition effects are to be expected. 
VI. . LAMINjROUND.Ry
-LA.yER OSCILLATIONS.
ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT 
J. First Evidence of Oscillations 
When the stream turbulence had been reduced to. nearly 
its lowest level with the. six wire damping screens, it was 
decided to investigate the- velocity fluctuations in 'the 
laminar boundary layer itself. For this purpose one of 
the sled-like heads with a wire sensitive t.o '.x was ar-
ranged to slide along the surface with the wire 0,023 inch 
from the surface. With greatly reduced 'stream turbulence, 
it was expected that the slow irregular fluctuations, re-
ported for a much more turbulent stream in reference 11, 
would be correspondingly re.dced. Such fluctuations were, 
in fact, almost nonexistent; but, as the wire wa-s moved 
downstream through the boundary layer, a regular cecilia-.
ii
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tion appeared., weak at fir gt.but with increasing amplitude 
as the distance downstream increased.
	 Tust ahead of the. 
transition, bursts of very large amplitude occurred, and, 
at	 the .init'ialpolnt' of.transition,
	 these bursts were ac-
companied by . a breaking into an Irregular high-frequency 
fluctuation characteristic of turbulence.
	 Records of the 
oscillations were made by photographing m the screen of the 
cathode-ray oscillograph with a moving film omora.
	
T*io 
setssuch records are reproduied as figures-9 and 10. 
igure
o
 '. 9	 shows the progressive 'development of the. ocll- 
lations.	 The traces &t.6.25 and 6,5 feet already show. 
the'burstg of large-ampl:itud.e oscillatibna Interspersed. 
with highly d.i,aturbed.turbulent motion.
	 The final record 
at 8 feet' indicates a completely turbulent
	 boundary1arer. 
The frequency of the
	 clllationS may be
	 judged, by the 
L - s e cond. timing dots.
	 The	 same phenomenoii' at" a lower 
wind	 speed and.at a greater distance from the. leading 
edge of the plate
	 is	 shown, in figure 10.
	 Here the ampli-
fier gain (magnificat.on) was adjusted to keep the re-
corded amplitude the
	 same from position to position in or-
der to bring, out
	 theweak as well as the
	 strong osci)la-
tions,
	 Attention Is called to the lower oscillation fre-
quency corresponding in this case to the lower speed and 
to the thicker 'boundary layer.
It WaS: thOught at first that these oscillations might 
possibly be due to vibration of the 'wire that gave rise 
to relative motion between the wire and the surface', 
This was soon ruled out since changes in the hot-wire-head 
and support failed to cause any change in the oscilla-
tions. Furthermore, the osci1lat.oe appeared to he defi-
nitely connected wtthtransition since the zone in which 
they occurred always preceded transition and moved with 
it fore and aft along the Plato as t'he wind speed was var-
ied.. It could not be said with certainty :
 that the oscil-
lations were the cause of transition, since there existed 
the possibility that the boundary layer became shock-
excited by transition occurring a short distance downstream, 
giving rise to an oscillation that was possibly the result" 
of transition rather than the cause. The latter explana-
tion was ruled out by removing transition with an abrupt 
pressure drop and yet bay ing the oscillatioüs totally un-
changed at an upstream position. The alternative cónclu-
sion, with no evidence to the contrary, was that trani- 
tion resu3ted. from the growing of the oscillations to the 
point where the boundary layer was so highly disturbed 
that transition occurred.. 
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It was SQOn found that the hot wire could be placed 
at any cross section of the boundary layer to pick up the 
oscillations, although the amplitude quite evidently var-
ied with position. The frequency remained the same 
throughout the section except very near the surface where 
there was a suggestion of frequency doubling on the low-
velocity part of the cycle. This effect at the 4-foot 'po-
sition i.e shown in figure 11. Since the hot wire responds 
to negative velocities as thoughthey were positive1'the
	 bo 
doubling was believed
,
-
.
to 'indicate that the amplitude of 
the oscillation was sufficiently high to. reverse the di-
rection of flow during half 'of each cycle. 
A V-wire, sensitive to w, revealed a w-component 
in the oscillations. Little work was done with this wire 
and the relative amplitudes-of u and w were not coin-. 
pared. With the one exception cited here, all work was 
done with wires sensitive to u. Because of experimental 
difficulties no attempt was made to detect the v-component, 
although it is shown by theoretical considerations in sec-
tion VI-2 that a v-component must exist. The presence of 
the w-component thus indicates that the '
 oscillations were 
three-dimensional. 
Because the effects of noise were so much in evidence, 
it might be supposed that the oscillations were a reso-
nant acoustic phenomenon arising from some frequency in 
the sound spectrum. Among the evidence agai'nst ' this sup-
position is that presented in 'figure 12, which shows the 
effect' of a tenfold increase in turbulence produced by 
the rope grid in the settling chamber downstream from the 
six damping screens, With the higher turbulence, it is 
seen that oscillations are present where they were absent 
before.' It thus appear's that disturbances In the stream, 
possibly acoustic as well as turbulent, give rise to oscil-
lations which aI.e not themselves sound waves. 
It was believed almost from the start that the oscil-
lations were amplified disturbances, their purity result-
ing from selective amplification of a single frequency or, 
at most, a narrow band of frequencies. Theories had been 
advanced to account for just such an amDlification'but, 
were often ignored In experiment because no conclusive' ev-
idence in their support had been found.. In order to test 
whether these were in reality the amplified oscillations 
predicted by theory, frequencies were determined from nu-
merous oscillograme, taken at as many positions and speeds 
as possible and plotted in an appropriate manner on a d.ia-
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gram derived from the theoretical rsults of Schlicht.ing. 
The diara-m with the expe±imental1y . deermined points is 
shown in figure 13 6. Thts figtue will be made clear, by the 
theoretical discussion in section VI-2 and will be-de-
scribed in detail in section VI-3 • For thepresent , it 
is sufficient to observe that the experimental points are 
distributed along branch II of the theoretical curve, 
which is the region in which the point, should fall if the 
Initial disturbances, out of which oscillations grew,• 
have received approximately their maximum amplification. 
The
oscillations are therefore identified with those pro- 
duced by instability of the boundary layer. 
2. Theory of Boundary-Layer Oscillations 
Evidence has been found of oscillations of rather 
high purity resulting mostly frcm random disturbances. 
The oscillations observed at a fixed. point suggest the 
presence of a traveling wave in the boundary-layer. A 
theoretical answer Is sought for the question: How can 
random disturbances produce a wave that looks closely si-
nusoidal and has a single predominantfrequency? 
The superposition of small disturbance velocities on 
auniform velocity in one direction presents to a station-
ary observer the appearance of wave motion.The motion 
may be sinusoidal or irregular. For simplification, all 
the disturbance velocity components are assumed to be 
sinusoidal of the same frequency. In a.uniform stream, 
this motion has the attributes of a traveling wave with a 
wave velocity equal to the mean velocity of the stream. 
The amplitude is the disturbance velocity with components 
U, Y, and w, and the pressure involvèd.ie the dynamic 
pressure of the disturbance velocity. This kind of wave 
Is involved in the application of stability theory to the 
boundary layer. Only two-dimensional-motion has so far 
been successfully treated. In a nonuniform stream, such 
as a boundary lay er, the wave velocity, is not known at 
once but may reasonably be assumed (and can also be. proved 
theoretically) to be less than the maximum velocity of 
the strean. The characteristics of the wave will depend 
on the characteristics of the stream, such as the veloci-
ty profile of a boundary layer, and on conditions imposed 
on the mean velocity and on the disturbance velocities at 
the boundaries. The theory treats the influence of all 
these conditions and how they determine the wave length, 
the wave velocity, and the damping or the amplification 
of the Wave.
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In general, the disturbances responsible for wave mo-
tion in a boundary layer are random in character. and the 
resulting rave motion is irregular, 0ze of the important 
characteristics of the wave 'is its ability to maintain 
itself against the damping act ion of vieity or. even to 
grow by absorbing energy froint,he basic flow. Since this 
characteristic depends on the frequency, certain conpo- ,
	 ' 10 
zient frequencies of an irregular wave will be damped arid.
	
S 
others amplified. a,s the wave travels d.ownstream. it will 
bQ seen in section VI-3 that this process accouit.s for 
the rl,atively high purity of the observed boundary-layer 
oscillations.' 
Enery considerations alone form the basis of an el- 
ementary treatment first used by Osborne Reynolds. Ac- 
cording to the Reynolds concept, growth or decay of a 
disturbance depends on whether energy is transferred to 
the disturbance by absorpt .in
 of energy 'from the basic flow 
or is extracted from the disturbance by the damping action 
of viscosity. The flow of energy then determines the sta-
bility of the boundary la y e r under the' action of-disturb-
ances. Since the kind of disturbance must be specified, 
this method, does not have general applicability. The flow 
of energy is, however, a fundamental physical concept in-
volved in all theories even though not explicitly stated. 
As an introduction to the more advanced 'theories the en-
ergy relatiow,1I therefore be derived here. The devel-
opment follows essentially that given by Prandtl in refer-
ence 20.
A. Basic Equations and n'ergy Relation 
In. gener'al,. only two-dimensional flew with two-dimen-
sional disturbances ha,s beentroated successfully' in sta-
bility theories. The basic flow is 'assumed to be steady 
and a function of y only .
 The baBic flow iii the b'ou jid.-
ary layer is then
U = f(y) 
V= 0 
The disturbances are a function of time as we].l as of x 
and y and are expressed by 
u = f1(x,y,t) 
V = f2(x,,y,t)
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The components of total velocity are therefore U + u and 
V. Since u and v are assumed to be small, the Navier-
Stokes eqixations become, after squares and products of 
disturbance velocities and of their dif.feren.tial coeffi-
cients are neglected,
(1) 
at	 ax	 ay	 \ay2	 a	 a1 x2	 21	 p \8x
	 ax)
(2) 
at	 ax	 ax2	 ,	 p \ay
	
ay 
where p is the pressure produced by the disturbances 
and P is the pressure due to the basic flow. 
The equation of continuity is 
au	 V (3)
 ax a1 
By subtracting from equations(l) and (2), respectively, 
the corresponding Navier-Stokes equations for u=v=p= 0, 
the following two equations are obtained in terms of only 
the aisturbances
(4) 
at	 ax	 y -	 \ax2ay2)	 p ax 
+	 =	 /a2v+ a 2 v\	 1 a 
- --
	 () 
at	 ax	 ay	 pay 
Equations (4) and (5) are the fundamental hydrodynamic 
equations for small disturbances on which are based all 
stability theories herein discussed. 
In order to derive an expression for energy balance, 
e q uation (4) is multiplied by u and equation (5) by V 
and the resultiiig equations added to give the single dis-
turbance equation 
P	 +U	
=	 r	 a 2 u +	 +
	 (ax
a2v	 a2v\1 [U(	
ay 	
V	
+ 
au  
v	
u a17.dP'	 () -pu-- —
a1
C.
It will be noted that the lsft-hand member of this equation 
gives the time rate of change of kinetic energy, due to 
the disturbances, of •a particle moving with the basic flow. 
Eaôh term on the right-hand side of equation (6) is now in-
tegrated over the region containing the disturbance, as 
explained in detail in reference 20. The resulting ex .
-pression is 
- /fu V	 dx dy -
	
)2
 dx dy (7) bo 
where d.E/dt now represents the time rate of change of 
kinetic energy, due to the disturbance, of the fluid with-
in the region of integration. The first term on.the right- 
hand side of equation (7) involves the shearing stress 
p u v- and represents the rate at . which energy is absorbed. 
from the basic flow. This energy is added to that already 
present in the disturbance. The second term on the right-
hand side, which is obviously always negative, is the rate 
of dissipation of the energy of the disturbance by viscos-
ity. The predominance of one effect over the other will 
determine the net change in the energy of thedieturbance. 
The first term on the right-hand sid,e of equation (7) 
has an interesting physical interpretation. First, if u 
and v differ In phase by 900, as in the usual wave mo-
tion, u v will vanish over one complete cycle andno en-
ergy can be absorbed from the basic flow. Second, since 
dU/dy is positive, T- must be negative, if the dis-
turbance is to receive energy from the basic flow. These 
and other conditions are treated in the more advanced the-
ory to be considered. next. 
B. General Disturbance Equation and Solution 
Lord Rayleigh (reference 21) appears to have been the 
first to outline 
.
a more general mathematical, theory to 
which numerous investigators have contributed. The mathe-
matical difficulties are so groat that the basic velocity 
profile (U = f(y)) was usually approximated by a straight 
line or segments of straight lino. This imposed serious 
limitations on the generality of the results. Tietjens 
(reference 22) was the first to apply Rayleigh's theory to 
profiles intended to reproduce flow along a wall but his. 
solution suffered from the serious limitations just m.n-
tioned. Important advances have been made by Toilmien
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(references 2 and 3) and Sohlichting (references 4 to 7), 
who'suceessfu.11yapplied the theory to curved.profileS 
intended to represent actual velocity distributions. 
Their most complete solutions apply to an approximation 
of the Blasius distribution. For this distribution ' - 
Schlichting's work (references 4 and 5)is particularly 
complete and his results are used here for comparison - 
with experimental results. The following outline of the 
theory is taken largely from references 4 and 5 with. oc-
casional help from reference 2. The physical basis for 
the theory, the steps in the solution,, and. the more tin-
portant results are given here. The mathematical aspects 
of the problem are discussed in the original references. 
Even in the original references details of the computa-
tions. are lacking and checking of results is difficult. 
From the basic equations (4) and (5), the presiure 
terms are eliminated by differentiating equations (4) 
and (5) with respect to y and x, respectively, and 
subtracting the second from thefirst. The result is a 
linear homogeneous equation in u. and v: 
ô 2 u. 
+.	 +	 +	 + !	 ô2v - Uv 
ayat	 axdy	 y ox	 8 	 oy By OxOt	 Ox2 
= 1)	 +	 . -	 -	 0 3v •\ (C)X2ay
	 ax3	 a2a)	 (8) 
The disturbance velocities may be expressed in terms

	
of a stream function \I,	 such that 
u=i 
'ay
(g) 
Ox 
Any periodic disturbance may Ie represented by a Fourier 
series. Since equation (8) is linear and homogeneous in 
U and v, its behavior may be investigated by using a 
single term of the series. This amounts to assuming a 
periodic disturbance whose stream function has the form.: 
'Li = P(y) exp [i(ax - .t) J .= F(y) oxp [1a(x - ot)] (io)
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where	 (T) represents the initial amplitude of the stream 
function which depends only on y, a.. = 2T1/?., where- 7	 is
the wave length, and. t is the time. Since 0 and hene 
c are generally complex quantities, equation (10) may be 
written 
	
= F(y) exp [i(
	
-.	
+	 t) 
J.
 
= F(°y) exp[i(x - (c + i c1) t)]	 (ii) 
where 0,, the real part of R . ,
 
is the angular velocity 
or 2rrf (f	 frequency);	 the imaginary part of 0.9 
is the coefficient of amplification or damping, depending 
on whether it is pOsitive or negative; and Cr
	
Or/M is
the velocity, with which the pha6e progressps and will be 
termed simply "wave velocity." 
When equation (a) is written in terms of the stream 
function and substitution is made for \I in accordance 
with-the second of eauatlons (10), the result is 
	
(U - c) (F" -	 ap) - u"	 = _P_ (pHil - 2t,2 F" + (x. 4F) 	 (12)im 
where the primes represent differentiation with respect to 
Y. -Equation (12) is a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the fourth order with a general solution of 
the form
P = C 1 F 1 + 0 2 F 2 + 0 3 F3 + C4 P4	 (13) 
where F 1 , F,F , and P4	 are the -part iciilar solutions 
and C 1 , C, C 3 , and C 4. are the constants of integration. 
The form of these particular solutions depends on the bas-
ic velocity assumed, that is, on the boundary-layer pro-
file.
A solution of equation (12) was first obtained. by 
Toilmien (reference 2) for a- veiccity distribution in-
tended to approximate closely a Blasius distribution. 	 He
considered the case in which amplification and damping 
were absent, that is, for real values of 0 and c, and 
obtained the so-called "neutral" oscillations. Schl .ich-
ting (reference 4) repeated Toilmien's calculation and in 
addition treated the case for small amplification. In a 
later paper (reference 5), Schlichting determined the dis-
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tribution of amplitude of neutral oscillations across the 
boundary layer and investigated the energy balance. 
Schlichting's work is therefore more complete and more 
suitable for comparison with experiment.. 
Both Tolimien and Schlichtingaproximateda Blaalus 
di-stribution by a straight line and apàiabola as.fol-
lows: 
For. 0 =	 = 0.175,
---= l,68-
.Uo	 S 
For 0.175	 -	 1.015, 
U/ 
- = 1 - (1.015 - 
	
U 0	 8 ) 
For - > 1.015, 
6 
•	 .	 _=1	 - 
U0 
This .gav'e a sufficiently close approximation to the Blasius 
distribution of U but was nota sufficiently good approx-
imation for U' and U". The latter auantities were 
therefore taken directly from the Blasius solution; only 
the following terms of the series, which obviously apply 
• •
	 to small values of y /8, were used 
=1.68 11
	 3.65 
(Y )3 
and
Ulf
= -18.4 
15 0	 •	 \61 
The displacement- thickness 6* 	
[8	
dy = 0.346. 
Schlichting gives O.3415 for the integral and this value 
wasused to compute the values of 8 in figure:21.
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It was assumed that U.= f(y) and that V
	 0. This
is equivalent to assuming a nonthickening boundary layer,. 
that is.., constant 8, and is the basis for most of the 
adverse criticism of the theory. In a real boundary .layer, 
5 depends on x, U = f(x,y), and V
	 0; but the de-
pendence of U on x is .small compared with the depend-
ence an y., and V is small compared with U. 
Since the purpose of the present paper is merely to 
indicate the method of solving the equation, the solutions 
will be indicated in general form. The calculations have 
been carried through to numerical results for only a few 
velocity profiles. 
Equation (12) is not readily solved in its entirety 
and certain approximations must be made that i-nvolve the 
friction terms on the right-hand side of the equation, 
The simplest' approximation is to neglect the friction 
terms. entirely. 	 In order to justify this, equation (12) 
is put in a dimensionless formthat has the Reynolds num-
ber as one of the parameters. When the new independent 
variable y/5* is introduced and F '= u0 6Ø, the result 
is
U. -c 
(O il CG 2 82Ø)	
U11 0 
U 	 _Uo 
i - a 
-	
8*R 
1	 (01111 - 2a a 8 *'Øfl + 4 8Ø)	 (14) 
where
.-the primes now denote differentiation with respect 
to y/6	 and R Is the Reynolds number. When R is 
sufficiently large, the right-hand side of eauatlon (14) 
may be small enough to neglect. The effect of the fric-
tion terms is actually negligible for all values of .y/6* 
except those near the surface and near a plane,' that is, 
also near the surface, where the wave velocity is eaual 
to the local stream velocity.
	 It has been shown by 
Tollmjen (reference 2) that. c must always be less. than 
U 0 ; a point will therefore always be found in the bound-
ary layer where U = c. Exclusive of this point and the 
surface, two particular solutions 01, and 02 may be 
'Since the theory applies only.to
 a boundary layer of con- 
stant thickness, the problem is essentially one-dimension-
al and this plane is commonly referred to as the critical 
"point.
I—
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obtained, by solving the frictionless equation 
U-c 
. U o
(Ø	 2	 2 fl	 -	 Cr. o 0)	
- U0. (15) 
\ 
The	 solutions	 are	 expressed as power	 series developed 
about	 the	 y- y	 is the position of	 the	 criti-
cal point,	 U = c.	 These	 solutions are 
YYc) f (y	 y 0 ) YYc)2 01	 1+a 2	 +a + 2 (16) -,
02	 01 log ( -
	 (	 v_) 
6*
+ b2 (y -
	
(17) 
6 
where U
	 and tT	 are the values of U 8
 aid U	 at 
the critical point. While 01 is regular throughout the. 
whole layer, 
.02 possesses a singularity at the critical 
point and a correction to e q uation (17) must be found by 
another approximate solution that takes into account the 
friction.at
 the 6ritical point. This second approxima-
tion to equation (14), valid in the neighborhood of the 
critical point, results from neglecting all but the larg-
est of the friction term. 
For this purpose a new inde p endent variable 11 is 
introduced, defined. by 
•	
•.	 y• - y 0	 I - 
-	 .	 =R 
—J	 n =€'	 (18) 
U01 
•	
• From this it
'
 is sen that	 is a dimensionless variable

which is eoul to zero at the critical pint Y 
positive for y > y 0 , and..negative for y < y. Equa-
tion.
 (14) is now written with 11 as the independent 
variable for 0.	 Since this euation will be used in the 
vicinity of y = y, U	 C can be approximated. by 
UO 
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(
UC\  o and U" by U, where the primes again derote 
differentiation with respect to y/6. The equation be-
comes
+	
" (1•1 - 21 £ rt	 ) 
U	 -t 
- 0	 C +n E 2 a,2 8- i C 4 a 4 6 3M4 ) = 0	 (19) 
where	 is differentiated with respect to fl.
	 Since £ 
is small, the terms containing c 2 and €
	 are m1tted, 
and equation (is) becomes	 U 
Uc 
i Ø"" + iØ" = c	 (19a) 
C 
Zcuation (19a) contains no singularity at U
	 c 
and. a aoluttbn of this equation at the critical point 
indicates the form of'
	
to be used when y
	
Y c < 0. 
This form is 
U 
02 = 4 0 (log Y	 yc + iTT 
1J 
+ 1	 b (y -i) + b2
 
Cy 
	
c)2 
+ 
By neglecting the term in equation (19a) containing 
the homogeneous ecuation 
	
10"" +.," = 0	 (20) 
is obtained. The solution of. e q uation (20) contains the 
two particular solutions 03 and 04 which are expressed 
in terms of.Hankel functions as. follows: 
0 3 ,4 =/d/1/P (12) [ ( 1)312] d	 (21)
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where	 H(1),(2)	 are Hankel	 functions of the first and 
second kind.
	 Equation	 (20)	 is valid all the way to the 
surface.	 It	 is	 found that diminlshes very..rapi&ly 
from the surface
	 outward and is therefore important.only 
near the surface.
	 On the	 other hand,	 0,4 increases 
rapidly with	 y
	
and will not
	 satisfy the requir-ement 
that	 0	 =	 0	 at.	 y =	 ;	 hence, 04	 in equation (13)	 is 
set	 equal	 to	 zero.	 The general solution of equation	 (14) 
may then be written 
=	 + 0202 + 0 3 0 3 (22)
C. Characteristic-Value Problem 
The stability investigation is a characteristic-value 
problem - that ia, one in which the boundary conditions 
afford sufficient equation q
 between the solutions at :the 
boundaries to determine the values of the parameters for 
which e q uation (14) is satisfied, those values being the 
characteristic values. At y
	 6 where U = U 0
 = con-
stant, the solutions of equation (14) are of the simple 
form
ex.p (_ct8*	
) 
exp(+
	
8 * ) 
The solution with the positive exponent must be ignored 
as It is Infinite at y = co. As the outer boundary con-
dition, then,
	 /Ø = - a8.	 Since	 03 has already die-. 
appeared at the outer boundary, the result Is 
i(Oi6 + a,8*015) + 0 2 ( 026 + a5 Ø26) = 0 
or
+ C228 = 0	 (23) 
where the subscript 6 ind,tc.ates the solution at the. 
outer boundary and 
18 =	 + 
26 =
	
+ 
At the surface, y = 0 and 0 =	 = 0.' The surface 
boundary conditions are theii simply 
+0.202 0 + C303	 0
	
(24) 
	
C10	 + 0202 + 0 3	 = 0
	
(25) 
where the subscript o denotes solution on the surface. 
..f 0 in e q uation (22) does not aish identically, 
the following determinant of the boundary solutions, 
formed from equations (23), (24), and. (25), must equal 
zero
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030
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Solving the determinant gives 
	
0 3 	 020 
:D18 - 0126
(26) 
	
03 	 0 20 1) 16	 0128 
The left-hand side of euation (26) is a function of 
where	 is the value of T1 at the surface. Since, 
by ea - uation (18) r is a function of the parameters' a8* 
and.R, the left-hand side of ecuation (26) is also a 
function of these parameters. The right-hand side of 
eauation (26) is a function of the parameters ct8	 and 
c/U 0 . Denoting the left-hand side by 0 and the right-
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hand. side by E gives
= E(cL6. c/U 0 )	 ( 27) 
Equation (27) is complex and may be separated into two real 
equations by ' separating real and imaginary 'parts. Between 
these two equations any one of the three unknown param-
eters, a6*, R, and c/U 09 may be eliminated and a rela-
tion between -the other two found. This has been done by 
both Tolimien and Sch].ichting for c real, that i, for 
oscillations neither amplified nor.damped. For this case, 
equation (27) may be written 
= E(cz6*. c r/U 0 )	 ' ( 28) 
where the subscript. n -denotes neutral oscillations. 	 If
C r is-eliminated, a relation 'between a8 * 'and. B. i-s 
fotind. This gives.the theoretical neutral curve shown in 
figures ;20, 25, and 27. By 'eliminating a8 '0 the relation 
between Cr/U0 and B., shown in figures 26 and 33, is 
found. Rec.omination of these quantities results in 
r 1)/ b o 2 , 'p1otte	 in figures- 13, .16, 17,-19, and 24. 
0 0 
The curves jub mentioned extend only to the maximum 
values of R that are'of practical Interest. Tolimien 
points out in reference 2 that both branches I and II of 
these curves approaca the R-áxis as B. approaches infin-
ity. Branches I and' II therefore meet at Infinity and 
form, a closed curve. Amplification' occurs within'the 
region enclosed by the curve. Damping occurs in all other 
regions. 
The values of the parameters are given in table III. 
The computations were made by a combination of analytical 
and numerical methods. It may be pointed out that the 
values obtained. by Toilmien and Schlichting show some d.if-
f'erences, These are p rob-ably due to differences in tho'' 
details of the computations. Values plotted In the fore-
going figures and appearing in table III are Schlichting's 
results, 
Schlichting extended the calculations to include
small amplification, applying only, In the neighborhood of 
-	 the neutral curve. The calculations, were carried. out, 'net
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by a direct solution of equation (27) but by 'a series de-
velopment starting from the neutral e q uation (28). Thus 
G(o) is found by	 '.. 
= o.(i,) + (n 0 -
	
fl) Gt(r 0 ) + . . .	 (29) 
and 9 (a.6*, c/U 0 ) is found. by 
E((x.8*, c/TI 0 ) = En (rtn8*, c r/U o) + (a. - a.)
a. 
+ , . ,
	 (30)+ (c - CO 
^6_Eja_n) 
With the values of Cr and. E given by eauations (29) and 
(30), amplifications were determined near and within the 
space enclosed by the neutral curve 	 = 0, Values be-
yond the. range permitted by this method were determined 
by interpolation, y assuming a cubic e q uation for 
at Constant R that meets both branches of the neutrl
10,curve
 with the, known slope -s---- at these points. 
Schlichting's diagram showing the theoretical amplifica-
tion is given in figures .27 and 28. It will be noted 
that P i has a maximum near the center of the zone and 
falls off toward both ',ran'ches of the neutral curve.	 I 
accordance with e q uation (ii), amplification of a. dis-
turbance is expressed by
t2 
A2	 /P i dt 	 (31) - = exp A 1	 -
t1 
where A 1
 i-s the amplitude at - t 1 and A2 is the ampli-
tude at t 2 . If t 1 is taken-on branch I of the neutral 
curve and t 2
 on branch II, the total amplification at 
r 
constant	 was calculated. by Schlichti.ng for several 
parts of the amplification zone. 	 Schlichtlng.'s values
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are shown in figures 13,	 19,	 and 20.	 The maximum total 
amplification up to a given value of	 x,	 when:-.disturbances 
of all frequencies aro present,	 is determined by the	 eoua-
tion
/
 t(x) 
A(x) I \ 
•	 A	
= exp	 (max	
/
dt)	 (32) 
ti
/1
Schlichting found that the relation between this maximum 
total amplification and-the x-Reyn olds number up to an 
of about •10b could be represented by the fol1oing 
interpolation formula: 
A(R) 
A	
= 0.55 exp(0.555 x 10
	 R) 
The solution thus far has determined several charac-
teristics of the wave. Zor any given value of R and 
the frequency, it Is known whether the wave will be amDli-
fied, damped, or neutrals For a given freauency the wave 
velocity is related to U 0
 in a known way and is constant 
over the Cross sectIoi of the layer.
	 In like manner the 
wave length Is known in relation to 8. 
D. Distribution of Amplitude, Correlation

and Energy Balance 
The characteristic-value problem gives no informa-
tion about the relative magnitudes of u and v nor how 
they are distributed through the boundary layer. How the 
boundary layer "vibrates," whether as a whole or in parts, 
remains unknown. This is because the boundary conditions 
were used to determine only the parameters of the problem 
and not the constants of integration, 
In a second treatment of the theory applied to the 
flat plate (refernce 5), Schlichtlng completed the in-
vestigation by determining the constants in equation (22) 
for neutral oscillations, that is, for O i = 0. He was 
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thus able to calculate relativevalues of u and v and 
their distribution across the boundary layer. The physi-
cally imortant questions àfthe-correlation between u 
and v and the energy balance were. also answered. The 
same approximation to the Blasius distribution as used 
earlier was used here 
Since absolute values of u and v, which obvi-
ously depend on the intensity of the impressed disturbance, 
are of no interest in such a treatment, one of the con-
stants was left undetermined and for convenience was made 
unity. Thus,
01 = 1 
and, from the boundary conditions expressed by equations 
(23) to (25), the following values for C 2 and 0 3 are 
obtained
•	 i8 
0 2 
= - 
1'	 (15	 1	 '16	 I	 I. 
03 1 2	 0 i ) iç 
	
0	
28
03	 0	
- Oi) J 
When the values of the boundary solutioDs and their derive- 
tives are known,	 0 2 and 0 3 may be . determin.ed. by eQua- 
tion (34). The general solution 	 is thereby determined 
except for an arbitrary intensity factor. From the nature 
of the particular solution 0 has real and imaginary 
parts Or and Ø, which must be known with their den y
-ative in order to determine u and v. 
The stream function i4j In eoiation. (9) and the first 
of equations (10) are used to obtain the real parts of 
U	 v 
	
and	 , since P = U Q 8, as follows 
.- = K	 cs (ax - r t ) - Oil sin ((ix - Ort 
= + Ka
Or sin (ax - Pr ) +	 cos (ax - 0rt)] 
Uo
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where K is an arbitrary intensity , factor. . The corre-
sponding root-mean-square values of u and v are 
L =	 Jr'? + Ø 1 12	 (36) 
UO
	
+	 (37) 
An expression for the kinetic energy is readily obtained 
by squaring equations (36) and (37) and adding. The cor-
relation coefficient defined. by 
-	 K=
	
ui v'.	 - 
becomes
	
K j'(ør12 +	 it2)(ør2+	 2) 
Values of U'/U0., yt/U0, and K were calculated 
by. Schuichting for neutral osoillatons corresponding to 
the following two points, one on each branch of the neu-
tral curve: 
rt 0r 
Branch .	 R - cL6* 
.U o 'U0 
I 894 . 62e3 X	 10 6 0,159 0,35' 
II 2070 42.4 .251 .35
The value of K was chosen to give an average value of 
u'/U 0 = 0.05 fro. 0 to	 .. . Table V. gives the values of 
u'/U0, V I /U.9 and K calculated bySchlicht.ing. 
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It will be. a-een in table IT that u t /U 0	 0 at the 
surface and. aain at a' point 'ne-ai r y16 = 0.854 for branch 
I and near y/6 =0.774 for branch II, after which it 
again increases for greater y18. The values of uI/U0 
are plotted in figure 21, where the theory is compared 
with experiment. At the points within the boundary layer,
 
where u t /U 0
 vanishes, a lO° phase shift occurs in u, 
meaning that the instantaneous u-component of the oscilla-
tion velocity is decreasing on one side of this point 
while it is increasing on the other. No such phase shift 
occurs in v. Table. IV also shows that correlation does 
exist between u and v and that UT is negative. This 
means that e.nergy is drawn from tb,e basic flow; and, in 
accordance with equation (7), this energy must be balanced 
by the dissipation if the oscillation is to be neither 
amplified nor damped.. Schlichting evaluated both terms 
in equation (7) by integrating from x -.0 to x = 
and from y = 0 to y = cp. The net flow of energy was 
found to be very nearly zero, which indicated that the 
oscillations were nearly neutral. This result was inter-
preted as proof of the correctness of the solution to the 
characteristic-value problem. 
A physical explanation of the correlation between u 
and ,v ;ls attempted by Prandtl in reference 20. It ap-
pears that u and v would differ in phase by 900 and 
TT would vanish in consequence if there were no phase 
shift in' v produced by the viscosity near the. critical 
point. The viscosity is thus responeibl .e for the flew of 
energy to as wel1,.ae -from the disturbance.. 
E. Solutions for Other Conditions 
Tolimien (reference 3) has attempted to generalize 
the iolution sufficiently to include boundary-layer pro-
files with an inflection point, such as occur with an ad-
verse pressure gradient. For such prof4.].es the sign ef. 
U" changes from pos.tive to negative in passing outward 
from the surface and., at the inflection point, U" = 0, 
The velocity of the heutral wave is shown to be equal to 
the stream velocity 'at the inflection point, 'and an 'im-
portant consequence of this is the absence of a critical 
point at U = 0r in the solution of the frictionless 
equation (15). The conclusion is that profiles with an
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inflection point are inherently unstable, although neutral 
oscillations	 can	 still	 exist.	 These	 considerations	 sug-
gest	 that an adverse pressure gradient	 is	 favorable to 
amplification. 
Grtler	 (reference 23)	 has	 investigated the	 effect	 of 
wall curvature on the stability of the boundary layer and 
finds that velocity profiles are unstable if a change 	 of 
sign occurs	 in	 U d + J .t /r,	 where	 r	 is the radius	 of 
the	 If	 inflection	 (U"	 =	 0) curvature of	 wall.	 an	 point 
exists,	 the point where	 U" + U'/r = 0	 is	 farther from 
the surface than the potht where 	 U" = 0	 ?or a convex 
wall and nearer to the surface for a concav-e wall. 	 If no 
inf1ett6n point	 exists,	 a point where	 U" +U'/r	 0 can 
occur ônly on a convex wall.
	
It is concluded that	 convex 
curvature has .a destailizing effect	 and that	 concave
-
cur-
vature has
	
a.stabilizing effect.
Solutions for profiles with inflection points are 
given in references 8 to 10. Rosenbrook (reference 8) 
investigated the flow through a diverging channel as the 
channel was towed through still water. Streamlines were 
made visible by fine particles of aluminum in the water 
and wawelike motions accompnied by the formation of 
eddies could be observed, as well as the velocity d.istri-
button. A solution, following Tolimlen in reference 3, 
was obtained. for S-shape velocity profiles approximating 
those observed. Fair agreement was obtained between the 
ob's'erved and the computed wave lengths. Hollingdale (ref-
erence 9) obtained, the solution appropriate to the laminar 
wake formed in one case behind a flat plate and in another 
behind an airfoil, both towed at low speeds through still 
water. Oscillating wakes were observed at certain 
Reynolds numbers and the wave length and. the wave velocity 
were measured.. With the appropriate interpretation of 
theoretical results, fair agreement between calculated and 
observed wave length and wave velocity was obtained.. 
Savic :(reference 10) obtained an exact solution of the 
frictionless equation (15) for the two-4imensonai jet and 
obtained expressions, for the neutral wave length and wave. 
velocity in terms of characteristics of the jet. The the-
oretical results were- compared with observations, of wave 
length and wave velocity made on an acoustically sensitive 
jet and good agreement was obtained.. 
Sohlichting (reference 6) has determined the. effect 
of centrifugal force by calculating the curves of neutral 
stability for a boundary layer developed on the inner 
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wall of a rotating cylinder. In reference 7, Schlichting 
has d.eterstned the effect of density gradient on the sta-
bility of the boundary layer, using the approximation to 
the Elasiusd.istribution given in part 3 of this section. 
Neutral cu'rves outlining the zone of amplification are 
given.. Stability is principally affected. by a..gr ayita
-tional field in connection with the density gradient 
through the boundary layer. 
The methods of Tolimien and Schlichting have been ap.-
plied by Pretech (reference 24) to the boundary layer oa 
bodies of revolution. The approximate forms of the gen-
eral disturbance equations from which the four particular 
solutions are obtained are found to be the same as those 
for the two-dimensional. case; the solutions are therefore 
the same. The solutions are applied to the known velo-
city profile at the stagnation point of a. sphere and the 
Curve of neutral stability is computed. 
3, Naturally Excited. Oscillations 
Naturally excited oscillations are those originating 
from the amplification of small d.lsturba-nces naturally 
present in the stream. These oscillations were treated 
in section VI-1 and. their frequencies were experimentally 
obtained and plotted in figure 13. The concept of waves 
running downstream through the boundary layer has been 
introduced; the behavior of the oscillations in relation 
to figure 13 can now be discus8ed. 
One important feature of figure 13 is that the values 
of amplification coefficient are positive within the zone 
enclosed by the neutra],. curve and have values reaching a 
maximum near the center and falling to zero on each bound-
ary. Outside the zone 0, is negative, All disturbances, 
whether damped or amplified., travel downstream and there-
fore in the direction of increasing R since 6* increases 
ith x. For exathple, a fixed. speed U 0 anda disturbance. 
of frequency such that or V/UO2 in figure 13 equals 40 X 
10 6
 are considered. Such a disturbaitce, if it began at 
the leading edge of the plate, would be damped as it passed 
along the boundary layer until it reached a point where 
attained the value 1180,. From this point to P 	 2160 the 
disturbance would be amplified and., as it passed beyond 
this point, would again be damped. If A 1 and A2 are
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the amplitudes of the disturbance at the beginning and at 
'the end of the amplification zone, the ratio A6/A l = 742. 
In other words, the amplitude has increased 742 times 
while crossing the zone. This is the total amplification 
given by e q uation (31). A disturbance of any given fre- 
quency will then be most highly amplified when it reaches 
branch II of the neutral curve, 
Figure 8 shows that, in experiment, many'freauencies 
are represented in the initial disturbance. The fact that 
the observed boundary-layer oscillations contain one pre-
dominant fre q uency must be explained. In order to deter-
mine whether theory and experiment are in agreement the 
place on the theoretical diagram where the predominant 
frequency should lie must be found. Instead of travers-
ing the diagram of figure 13 with a wave of a single fre-
quency as in the foregoing illustration, waves of many 
frequencies, covering a wide range of values of 	 rl)/U 2, 
are supposed to enter the amplification zone, through 
branch I and undergo amplification, at a rate determined 
by their frequency as they proceed to the value of R at 
which the observation is made. Initial disturbances are, 
of course, present in the boundary layer at. all values of 
R and .&isturbanceB enter, the diagram at all points.. 
Those entering this diagram ahead of branch I are reduced 
by damping , belo .w, the prevailing level o.f the initial dis-
turbances while those entering behnd branch I cannot re-
ceive full amplification. D,isturbancè9 occurring at 
points corresponding to branch I have the largest initial 
value and also 'reo .eive the 'highest amplification and are 
therefore assumed .to be the one.s whose deve'l'opment should 
ma.nly ,d.t ermine the final result, at the poi , nt of bserva-
tion. It will be noted that amlification inoreases with-
out limit as the fre quency decreases if no limit is. placed 
on the Reynolds number. The experimental observation, 
however, l's 'made at a particular value of R and hence' of 
under this condition it is obvious that one particular 
value of	 will 'b.com.e more highly amplified, than 
-any -of the others', thi øne having' the maximum' V.'otaI ampli-
fication given by equation (33) in terms of .R	 and the 
initial amplitude A 1 .	 This freci.uency. obviously is the 
predominant , one that should be found on..the oscillograph 
records, The remaining question now concerns
.
 the posi-
tion 'of this most prominent freque.n:cy. on the diagram, 
that,
 is, where 'the. experimental poi.nt,s should lie,. The 
problem. then becomes one of determining along what line 
starting from branch I and running parallel to the R-axis
the total amplification is a maximum up to a given value 
of R. By taking into account the talu6s . of Pi given 
by Schlichting it was found that for uniform energy dis-
tribution with frequency, this line introduced into the 
diagram along 'branch I intersects the prescribed., value of 
somewhere between the center of the zone and branch II. 
For more accurate results, both the initial energy dis- 
tribution and the damping prior to reaching boundary I 
must be considered. The experimental points should lie 
Inside the gone near branch II. The agreement with the-
ory is not perfect, since many points lie on branch II 
and. outside the zone, but is as good as can be expected 
from observations of this sort. 
The process described here is believed to be one of 
considerable importance since it is the process by which 
laminar-boundary-layer oscillations develop from initially 
random disturbances. -In order to develop a pure oscilla-
tion, initial disturbances must be so small that a large 
amount of amplification can occur before transition de-
stroys the laminar layer. 
It has been pointed out that'the oscillations ap-
pear to be-three-dimensional. This is to he expected be-
cause of the three-dimensional nature of the initial dis-
turbances. The theory, however, concerns two-dimensional 
oscillations and how this should affect the agreement 
with experiment is not known.
	 - 
An apparent discrepancy between figures 7 and 13 
must be pointed. out. It will be observed in figure 13 
that oscillations are indicated. for R as high as 31200 
This corresponds to an R 	 of 3.2 .X 106 and., according 
to figure 7, is in the transition region. The oscillo-
graph records actually showed intermittent turbulence, 
but it was still possible to read oscillation freuencies 
from nonturbulent parts of the records. The limits of 
the transition region are defined. statistically by the 
surface-tube method. The discrepancy is therefore only 
apparent. 
In connection with the surface-tube method another 
effect 'was. noted - namely, that a rise in the surface-
tube reading was noted a little ahead of the point' where 
turbulence was indicated by the hot tq ire. This is be-
lieved to be caused by a slightly modified velocity dis-
tribution arising from the shearing, stress given by 	 V
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in the oscillations. The lower boundary of the transition 
region in figure 7 Is therefore a little too low, but the 
displacement is small and has no significant-effect on th 
shape of the curve. 
VII. ARTIFICIAL EXCITATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER

OSCILLATIONS, ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT 
It was soon realized that a study of boundary-layer 
Oscillations could be carried out to better advantage if 
they were not caused by accidental disturbances occurring 
in the wind tunnel but were produced by a controlled dis-
turbance of known amplitude and freauency at some chosen 
position. This was finally accomplished by the vibrating 
ribbon discussed in section VII'-3. While a search was 
being made for devices of various kinds, that would ac-
complish the ,
 desired result, effects of sound were tried. 
Interference from naturally excited oscillations was 
minimized by making the artificial disturbances much 
greater than the natural' disturbances. The bolting-cloth 
• damping screen was also installed with the six wire 
screens, but the addition of this screen had no detect-
able-effect on the natural oscillation's. 
1. Sound from Loudspeaker 
The effect of sound intensity on the boundary layer 
is of interest because sound is an unavoidable source of 
disturbance both in wind tunnels and in free flight of 
power-driven aircraft. A 25-watt -loudspeaker was accord-
ingly installed in the top of -the tunnel at the leading 
edge of the plate and fed by a variable-frequency oscilla-
tor through an amplifier. The intensity and the frequency 
were controllable. 
Interesting effects were easily demonstrated. For 
example, boundary-layer oscillations could be induced at 
will merely by choosing the right frequency for a par-
ticular position and speed. Transition could be moved 1 
or 2 feet ahead of its natural position by the right com-
bination of intensity and frequency. In general, a ran-
dom noise from the loudspeaker produced similar results, 
but the effect on the oscillations was not so marked.. 
These were casual observations with no attempt at quanti-
tative measurements.
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• When quantitative work was attempted., it became ap-
parent that the complicated.. sound field in the tunnel 
was a deáided. draw-back.Figures 14 and 15 show the die- 
tribution of sound intensity along the center of the work-	 • - 
ing chamber 3 inches from the plate. Figure 14 shows a 
standing wave at 48 cycles per second with either a no 
or a loop at the center of the plate depending on the 
type of microphone	 that is, whether crystal microphone, 
responding to sound pressure, or ribbon microphone, re- 
sponding to particle velocity. This 'tutned out to be the 
fundamental frequency of thO 12-foot tube formed by the 
plate and the tunnel walls. The same stan.ing wave could 
be set up, without the loudspeaker when the exciting fre-
quencycame from-the eight-blade wind-tunnel propeller 
running at a speed of 360 rpm. Figure 15 shows the dis-
tribution .-at 60 cycles per second. The ribbon microphone' 
and the hot-wire anemometer show nearly the same distri-
bution, as would be expected. These are only a few ex-. 
aniples of the sound field and the change in distribution 
'with frequency that serve to complicate any studies with 
cóntroll.ed sound intensity. 
When the ].cudspeaker was used to excite oscillations, 
two procedures were tried.:	 (i) The sound frequencies 
that produced oscillations of maximum amplitude at chosen 
velocities and positions were determinedand (2) a sound 
frequency and position were chosen and the velocity was 
then varied until the oscillations were a maximum. By use 
of the sound frequencies read on the oscillator together 
with the measured Uo and x, 	 r).)/Uo2 and R were cal-
culated and plotted in figure .16. The solid line is again 
Sch1ichtings 'curve of neutral stability enclosing the 
zone of amplification. Since both procedures amounted to 
finding the condition for maximum total amplification, 
the points should lie within the zone near branch 
*
II to 
be in agreement with theory. In view of the difficulties 
encountered, the large scattering of the pot-mite is not 
surprising. 
Another application tf the loudspeaker consisted in 
directly connecting the amplified. output of the hot wire 
to the loudspeaker so that regeneration could. occur. Dis-
turbances picked up by the hot wire.were thereby fed back 
as sound, which in turn reinforced the initial disturbance 
when the proper phase relation existed, causing the system 
to oc&l1ate. The resulting frequency was read from a 
variable-frequency oscillator connected to the oscillo-
graph to form Lissajou figures with-the hot-wire signal.
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The frequency of regeneration was determined by the fre-
quency response of the wire, the electrical circuit, the 
loudspeaker, and the tunnel as. a whol,e, as well' a's by the 
preferred boundary-layer frequency. Many frequencies - 
could be found with no wind, and only by rejecting these 
"false" frequencies could results of any reliability be 
obtained. The results are plotted on the . usual diagram 
in figure 17. Many-of the points shown evidently are. not 
related to the boun.d..ry-layer oscillations. 
2. Sound through Hô].e in Plate 
A localized disturbance was produced by bringing 
sound into' the boundary layer through a hole in the plate. 
At a position 18 inches above the center line and 4 feet 
from the leading edge a.--i'nch hole was drilled through 
the plate and on the back was mounted a small headphone 
from ' a radio headset. This produced a three-dimensional 
disturbance emanating from a known location. 
A hot wire, mounted on the small siedlike head, was 
arranged for traversing upstream and downstream at a fixed 
distance from the surface, u'sually along a line slightly 
displaced from the hole. Asurve'y of possible types of 
measurement showed that the method could be used only- for 
obtaining the type of result shown-in-figure 18. With the 
regeneration hook-up, that is, when the amplified output 
of the wire fed into the headphone, the frequencies , of os-
cillation were determined with the wire at various dis-
tances downstream from the hole. The speed was constant 
during a run. Oscillation of the system occurred most, 
easily for values of U 0
 less than 40 feet per second 
and with the hot wire less than 0,1 'inch from the surface. 
The solid curve* of figure 18 show the discontinuous man
-
ner in which the frequency varied withthe'dist,ance. Re-
versing the connections to the headphone changed the phase 
of the input by 180 and gave the result's indicated by' 
the broken curves. 
The expl'ana'tion of this sort of performance is that 
proper phase relations had to exist for regeneration and 
that the frequency automatically decreased as the distance 
was increased in order to keep an integral number. of waves 
between the hole and the wire. There existed a preferred 
frequency band, determined by the characteristics of the 
wire, electrical and acoustic circuits, and boundary layer. 
Jumps occurred when another wave between hole and wire was
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added to-keep the frequencyas.near as possible to-the 
center of the preferred band. The distance between curves 
of one type along any line of-constant frequency is thus 
the wave length corresponding to that frequency. 
It is believea that the frequency band was-determined 
more by the boundary layer than by the rest of the cir-
duit when the wire was far from the hole and that the pro-
ferred frequency was that for which amplification was a - 
maximum over.the path from hole to wire. The frequency 
midway between the extremes and as far as possible from	 -	 - 
the hole was therefore read from sets of curves for dif-
ferent wind velocities like that In figure 18 and placed 
on the 'usual Schlichting diagram. The result is shown in 
figure 19. -The path over which amplification could take 
place is indicated by-the horizontal line connected to 
each point.	 --
Since the wave lengths corresponding to these fre-
quencies were now known, it became possible for the first 
time to plot the results In terms of a,6 and R. The 
theoretical curve and the experimental results are shown 
in figure 20. The lines of total amp1ific ,tfon for con-
stant 'r1)/Uo2, corresponding to those in-figure 19, are 
known. The paths over which amplification could occur 
in the experiment are represented as before by lines ex-
tending from each point. Figures 19 and 20 generally 
show the kind of results prod.icted. by-theory, if the fre-
quency and wave length are detbrmined mainly by the char-
acteristics of the beuxidary layer.	 - 
3. Excitation by Vibrating Ribbon
A. The Ribbon 
All attempts to excite boundary-layer oscillations by 
wires vibra.ting in the boundary' layer failed because the 
disturbance of the eddying wake from t10 vibration of 
wires large enough to affect the layer 'produced early 
transition. Flat strips oiitside the layer suffered from 
self-Induced flutter and Also had troublesome wakes that 
carried with them fluctuating pressure fields far down- - 
stream. A thin flat ribbon of phosphor bronzo,'laced 
edgewise to the flow in the boundary layer and only a 
few thousandths of an inch from the surface, was finhlly 
found capable of oscillating the boundary layer but pro-
duced no detectable effect when not vibrating. The ribbon
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was driven in. and. out from the surface by passing through 
it a small cur .rert 'of the desired frequency in the pres-
ence of a stroug"magnetic field from an electromagnet on 
the opposite side of the plate.. 
Several ribbons. were, tried to find. •the best width, 
distance from surface, and. length of vibrating.-span. All 
ribbons were 0.002 inch thick. . Widths ranged from 1/16 
to 1/4 inch; distance's from surface, from 0.006 to .0.015 
inch; and vibrating segmenb.s., from 6 to 12 Inches. None 
of these factors appeared to affect th.e performance to 
any noticeable. extent . .A certain, amount of't.ension: waa. 
necessary for stabi.l.it:y. When it was desired to' 1a.c.e 
the resonant freuen'cy above the work..ng range, high ten-
sion was necessary. 
After this preliminary work, a ribbon 0.1 inch wide 
and 3 feet long was Installed 4 feet .from the leading 
edge of the plate. ' At a distance of 6 inches from each 
side of the cener line of the plate, two strips of 
"Scotch" cellulose tape were laid on the surface for insu-
.lation and spacing'. Another strip of tape was 'then laid 
on the ribbon to ho1.d it firmly in contact with the tape 
on the plate, except for the segment .12 inches long at the 
center. Rubber bands at the ends supplied the ensron. 
The 12-inch segment at the center was 0.'0'06 inch from the 
surface and was free to vibrate, under: the act.i.on of the 
current and themagne.t'ic field.
	 'xamInat"ions 'with. .a ml-
croscope. showed, that the ribbon vibrated to and from the 
surface in 'a 'single loop. The same o'ci.1lator' 'and ampli-
fier that had been used for the loudspeaker were found to 
furnish ample power for driving the .ribbøn. Different 
positions for the,
 ribbon were chosen to cover a large 
range of Reynolds number but the method of attachment was 
always the same. Distance from the surface varied. 'some-
what for different installations. 
B. rocedure 
Two hot wires, one 0.010 Inch and the other 0.110 
inch from the surface, both sensitive only to ii, were 
mount.e.d on the small saled like head and,' arranged for 
sliding upstream and downstream along the center line' of 
the p1ate with th.e distance of the, wires from the surface 
fixed, -
 The fluctuations introduced into the boundary 
layer could be picked up by either hot wire. The wave, 
form shiwed seine distortion for an inch or so behind the
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ribbon but in general becamer nearly sinneotdal at greater, 
distances. Frequencies amplified by the boundary layer 
showed increasing amplitude with increasing distance ±'rom 
the ribbon, while those damped showed decreasing ampli-
tude. For much of the working region the oscillations 
could probably be regarded as two-dimensional but no at-
tempt was made to verify this assumption. 
Just as for the loudspeaker and the headphone behind 
the hole in the plate, the system could be made to oscil-
late by connecting the amplified output of the hot wire 
to the ribbon, Curves like those shown in figure 18 were 
obtained and., from them, three points p lotted in each of 
figures 19 and 20 were obtained. Since the ribbon could 
be used for applications that were believed to'be more im-
portant, very little work was done with the regeneration 
hook-up, 
The wave length was determined. \in the following sim-
ple manner: The input to the ribbon from the oscillator 
was connected to one pair of plates in the cathode-ray 
oscillograph and the output from the wire was connected 
to the other pair. A stationary Lissajou figure consist-
ing of a single closed loop was obtained since the fre-
quencies of both in put and output were the same. 4s the 
spacing between ribbon and hot wire was changed this fig-
ure changed from a straight line to an ellipse, then to 
a circle f
 again to an ellipse,, and finally to a straight 
line inclined 90° to the first line. This indicated that 
the phase between input to the ribbon and output from the 
wire had changed by 180° and that the change in spacing 
between wire and ribbon was
	 wave length. With the os-
cillograph serving as the indicator, wave-length measure-
ments were thus reduced. to a measurement of the distance 
moved by the hot wire. The wave velocity was then ob-
tained by multiplying the wave length by the freauency of 
the oscillations. 
Determinations of amplification and damping were 
carried out by setting the ribbon into vibration at an ar-
bitrary fixed amplitude and reading the ,
 mean-square hot-
wire output voltage as the wire was moved away from. the 
ribbon. The results obtained are gi-ven in section Vu-3D,. 
The. distribution across .the boundary layer was determined 
by traversing normal 'to the surface .at some fixed distance 
behind the ribbon with a single hot wire sensitive to u, 
mounted on the traversing apparatus described in section 
III-?.
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During the course of the work frequencie.s ranging 
from 10 to 260 cycles per second were used. 
C. Distribution o,f Amplitude across Boundary Layer 
• Since a theoretical distribution , of amplitude across 
0	 the boundary layex' has been given by Schlichting (see sec. 
VI-2D and table IV'), the actual distribution, is of inter-
est as a test of agreement between theory and experiment. 
Traverses across the boundary layer were therefore made 
with a hot wire downstream from the ribbon with frequency, 
air velocity, and distance from the leading edge of the 
plate ch6sen to conform to the conditions for which the 
theoretical calculations were made. These conditions 
correspond to oscillations on the neutral.curve specified 
as follows:	 - 
'	 Cnditios_ required by theory 
Branch	 R	 - 
	
I	 894	 62.3 X105 
	
II	 1 2070 . 1 42.4 
Experimental conditions 
Branch R "
U O
(t U0 
(fps)
Prequency 
(cps Ribbon Wire 
I 1902 61.4	 x	 10-6 0.75 1.09 41.8 103 
II 2080 40.6 5.00 5.33	 • 46.0 82
(Ribbon about 0.009 in. from surface) 
The distributions are given in figure 21 with amplitude 
expressed in terms of u'/U 0 . The solid curves show the 
theoretical distribution and the broken curves-through the 
points show the observed distribution.
	 In both cases the 
traverses were made 4 inches behind the ribbon. The vibra-
tional amplitude of the ribbon was set arbitrarily and about 
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the..same'for branches I and II. The smaller values of 
in branch II result from the smaller effect of the 
ribbon on the thicker boundary layer. Since the theoret-
ical values given by Schlichting were based on an arbi-
trary average amplitude of u'/U 0	 0.05 from y = 0 to 
y = 8, Schlichting's values were reduced to give the av-
erage found by experiment; that is, areas under the . theo-
retical curves were made equal to areas under. the experi-
mental curves from y = 0 to y = 6. 
Although the general agreement heteeñ theory and. ex-
periment is good, perhaps themost striking confirmation 
of the theory is the 180 0 phase shift occurring at y/6= 
0.7. 0i moving outward from the surface all oscillations 
disappeared at this point and fartberoiit they reappeared 
but.with phase opposite to those-that had disappeared.. 
This phenomenon is shown in a more striking manner by the 
oscillograms in - figure 22. The pairs of traces are si-
multaneous records of oscillations picked up by two wires, 
one of which was at a fixed distance of 0.055 inch from. 
the surface (lower trace) and the other at varying dis-
tances, beginning at 0.080 inch (upper trace), The simul-
taneous records were made possible by an electronic switch 
that impressed the separately amplifiod voltagee of the 
two wires on the mscillo.graph, alternatly and in rapid. 
succession. The switching from one to the other accounts 
for the dotted appearance of the "race. Thp waves are in 
phase for the first four records; the amplitude of the 
upper wave decreases with each succeeding record to zero 
in the fifth. Bcg.inning with the sixth, an oscillation 
reappears 4 n the upper trace but 1800 out of phase with 
that in thu lower trace. The oscillations in these records 
lie near the center of tie amplification zone at R = 1720. 
•	 The type of distribution sh3wn in figure 21, includ- 
ing the phas'e reversal, was found for amplified., damped, 
and neutral frequencies and for oscillations as close as 
1 inch behind the ribbon and as far downstream as the. os-
cillations remained free from transition disturbances. 
The fact that the main features o the distribution were 
found ]. inch behind the ribbon shows that the forced os-
ci1latins in the boundary layer very soon reach a steady 
state.
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D. Amplification and Damping 
When the wire was kept at a fixed distance from the 
surface and moved downstream from the ribbon, the ampli-
tude of the forced Qsillation either tncrcsed, decreased, 
or remained the same, depending on the frequency, the ve-
bo
	
	 and the Rernb].ds number. The amount of the change 
with distance . could be determined. by rding the mean-
square value of the fluctuating v,ltag .o across the wire 
on the output. meter of the turbulence. amplifier. In or-
der to eliminate as far as possible the extraneous dis-
turbances inrOduced. by turbulence and by the noise of 
the tunnel, the signal from the wire was passed through 
an electrical filter, which wa-s tuned in each case to pass 
only a 5-cycle band around the freq&ie .ncy being measured. 
The result.sof a typical run with tthe ribbon at t ,he 4-
foot position are shown in figure 23. In this figure 
denotes aposition. 2 inches downstream from the ribbon. 
The ratio u'/u0' Is the square root of the meter reading 
at x divided by the square root of the meter reading at 
xo.
According to equation (31) 
t(x) 
= exp
t(x0) 
or	
.	 t(x) 
2.3 log	
=
Pidt 
t(x0) 
Differentiat.i.ng
 with respect to t and using the relation 
dx/dt = Cr1 w here Cr is the wave 1ielocity, gives. 
d (log,6 4) 
= 2.3 Cr -
	 dx 
The wave velocity is obtained by multiplying the measured 
wave length by the frequency. If the changes in u'/u' 
with distance shown in figure 23 are truly effects of am-
plification and damping, the slo p es of the curves in this 
figure serve to determine
Before these slopes can be used with confidence, ef-
fects introduced by the thickening of the layer with in-
creasing x and, effects from possible changes in the 
distribution across the layer al-so with x must be inves-
tigated. Errors can arise from these sources because of 
the experimental procedure. - namely, the determination of 
growth or decay of amplitude by varying the distance be-
tween the ribbon and the wire while keeping the wire at a 
fixed distance from the surface. From the evidence in 
section VII-30, changes in the distribution are small and 
can cause but little error; however, the increase of 5 
with x may give rise to an apparent amplification of 
damping, depending 'on the position of the wire in the 
layer * in all cases in which data on amplification and 
damping were obtained, the wire was in the rising part. of 
the distribution, that is, values of y15 below those for. 
maximum u'/U 0
 in figure 21. Consequently, the increas-
ing 8 with increasing x introduced an apparent damp-
ing, which causedall observed amplification to be less 
than the true value and all obs:er'ved damping to be too 
great. If it is assumed that the inner part of the die.-
tributi'.on curve is a straight line passing through the 
origin, the magnitude of the error In Pi calcx1ated 
from equation (39) 'by use of observed slopes is 
Any curvature in the distribution curve 111ce that sh-own 
between zero and the peak value of u'/U.0
 in figure 21 
lessons the error. Since I -- therefore represents an 
2x 
upper limit and since its value- turned out to be about 
the order of the random deviation in results, 01 was 
calculated by equation (39) with the use of the experi-
mentally determined' slopes without correction. 
In figure 23 the curve for 40 cycles per second shows 
damping throughout. As the frequency is increased am-
plification takes place, reaches a maximum at 120 cycles 
per second., and then decreases until 180 cycles per second 
again shows damping. 'In the range of Reynolds number rep-
resented by this range in x, all frequencies below about 
50 and above 180 cycles per second are damped, while a 
band, of amplified frequencies lies in between. 
Of considerable interest are the frequencies for which 
there is neither amplification nor damping and the 'corre-
sponding values of B. This amounts to finding points 
of zero s-lope' on curves like those shown in figure 23. 
Such points were obtained from a number of runs at vatious 
wind speeds with the ribbon at 'the 4-foot -position and
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again with the' ribbon.9 inches from the leading edge. 
Values of	 and the corresponding values of 
were computed and plotted in figure. 24. The solid curve 
is again Schlichting's neutral curve and the broken curves 
are those defined by the experimentally determined points. 
The agreement is very satisfactory, ecept for points above 
bo	
rt/U o 2	 'OO X 10-6. 
By use of the measured, wave lengths. m8	 was ca]..-
culated. for the neutral frequencies and the results were 
plotted or the wave-length diagram shown in figure 25. 
The solid curve is Schlichti'ng's neutral curve and the 
broken curves are those defined by the experimental 
points. Open circles denote points on branch II and closed 
circles, points on branch I. 
Still another type of representation involving both 
frequency and wave length is the diagram of cr/U0 and. R 
in figure 26. The points and: the broken curves show the 
wave velocities found for the neutral oscillations. The 
solid curye is Sch].ichting t s theoretical curve. 
It is again pointed out that both branches of the 
theoretical curves in figures 24 to 26 meet the li-axis at 
R =	 and thus ext end. beyond the region indicated. Tran-
s.it.ion prevented experimental determinations above R = 
2800.
The wave-length diagram is repeated in figure 27 and 
this time shows., in addition to the theoretical neutral 
curve, the curves of equal amplification within the zone. 
These contours were copied directly f"orn a figure given 
by Schlichting in reference 4. The broken curves are de-
fined by the neutral points, which ar.e not 'shown in this 
figure. The points with the values, opposite' (all to be 
multiplied by 10-4 ) are the observedvalues of Pis /130 
obtained from values of the slopes' other than zero. Nega-
tive values signify damping. 
The distribution across the amplification zone at 
particular values of li is shown in figure 28. The theo-
retical curves, drawn solid, are plotted: from values read 
from Schlichttng's figure in reference 4. The broken 
curves are drawn through the experimental points. 
The comparison between theory and experiment given in 
figures 24 to 28 shows, on the whole, better agreement than
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might be expected when it is considered that at the outset 
the very existence of such phenomena had not been proved. 
The observed amplification shown in figures 27 and 28 is 
less than the theoretical, but it will be recalled that 
the.
 theoretical calculation yielded accurate values only 
near the neutral curve. In the neighbo'hood of the low 
Re ynol ds number limit the experimental inaccuracies are 
large because of the small amplification and damping. 
The maximum values of
	 rV/Uo $ cx,8*, and Cr/U0 and the 
minimum value of B for which amplification can occur as 
determined approximately by experiment are compared with 
the theoretical limits inn, the following table: 
Experiment 
(approx.) 
	
B	 I	 450 
Ory 400 x 106 
Ut'
* 
	
cz.6	 0.4 
	
Cr	 0.43 
	
Uo	 I
Theory
chlichting	 j	 Toilmien 
575	 I	 420 
178 x 10-6	 I	 - 
0.278	 I	 0.367 
about 0.42	 I	 0.425 
Tollmien t s limiting values, on the whole, agree bet-
ter with experiment than Schlichtin.g's values. A compar-
ison of the experimenal results in figure 25with Toll-
m.ien's diagram of a,8
	
plotted against log 10
 B in ref-
erence 2 shows better agreement in general than with the 
corresponding diagram given by Schuichting in figure 25. 
In spite of this, Schlichting's results were used because 
they were more complete than Tolimien's.
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VIII. EFFECT OF PRESSURE GRADIENT ON 
BOUNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS, 
Figure 29 obtained in connection 	 the earlier
workpresented in section VI-1, shows the effect of pres-
sure gradient on naturally excited oscillations. The 
pressure distribution along a part of the plate is shown 
to the left in this figure. The reduction of amplitude in 
the region o. f falling pressure is very marked. Acceler-
ated growth-of amplitude is evident in the region of ris- 
ing pressure. It was accordinglr inferred tha .t negative. 
pressure gradients decreased amplification (or increased 
damping) of. th.eosci].lations while. posit-l ye gradients in- 
creased amplification. A. quantitative investlgat.ion of 
this effect was therefore undertaken with oscillations 
forced on the boundary layer by the vibrating ribbon. 
When the ribbon was in the 3-foot position, the reg-
ular proce&ure of measuring amplifications and damping 
and of mapping the neutral curves was carried out for 
pressure distributions B, C, D, andE shown in figure 
30. The corresponding pressure gradients are given in 
table V. 
In figure .3O. 	 q	 is the dynamic pressure at any dis-
tance x from the leading edge while q 0 is a convenient 
reference pressure. Curve A shows one of the distributions 
for the condition generally termed "zero pressure gradi.. 
ent." This condition was obtained by giving sufficient di-
vergence to the â.djustable side walls of t. he working cham-
ber .
 to overcome the normal pressure drop, The sha p e of 
the curve in the first 6 inches was determined by the flow 
around the leading edge of the plate and hence could be. 
changed but little by the setting of the walls, The walls 
also had little effect on the small local variations, 
since these were found to be produced by slight waviness 
oft-he surface. Curve A is thus a condition, of zero gradi-
ent only when the length of the interval and the end points 
are properly chosen. With a pressure distribution given 
by curve A, th e experimental values of velocity distri-
buti.on and 8
	 were in good agreement with the Blasius

values; hence, the approximation to zero gradient is prob-
ably sufficiently good. 
Curve B, which shows the pressure rising along the 
plate, was obtained by giving the walls their greatest 
possible divergence. Curve C, which shows the pressure
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falling, was obtained with the walls forming a converging 
passage. The steep positive gradient shown by curve D 
was produced by a vertical airfoil placed. 10 inches from 
the side of the plate running from the floor to the ceil-
ing of the tunnel, and the steep negative gradient of 
curve. B was produced by blocking the s.ream with a ply.. 
wood panel 3/4 inch thick and 28 inôhes wide extending 
from the floor to'the'ôeiling placed parallel t ad 10 
inches from the plate. 
The results obtained on the dffedf of pressure gradi-
ent are given in figures 31 to 34 fbr distributidne 
and C and will be discusBed in detai1 later iñ thiS sec-
tion. Corresponding figures for distributions .D 'and I 
could not be obtained because of the large effet of 
these gradients on the oscillations. With the large, gra-
dients, the general impression given by observing the 
oscillations was that amplification always occurred. in 
gradient D regardless of the frequency and Reynolds' 
number, while damping always occurred 'in gradient B; how-
ever, this statement must be somewhat. qualified. For 
examp.le, in B 'fluctuations' of-all. frequencies were 
damped, for values 'of B up to 2600,. 'whIch 'was the high-
est value obtainable with the rib-bon-at the3-foot posi'.-
tion. It is quite possible that a zone of amplifi.cat'io 
lay beyond the range of the experiment. In the case, of 
gradient D. the investigation had to be restricted 'o 
low Reynolds numbers because of the occurrence of-transi-
tion. The few observations made here indicated a. possi-
ble low limit of Reynolds number below which damping oc-
curred., but the 'results are in doubt because of a possi-
ble scale effect on the airfoil used to produce the pres-
sure gradient. The pressure rise may have been lessened 
by laminar separation on the airfoil at the low veloci-
ties and the positive gradient may have become less than 
that given by 'D. Accurate measurements of pressure d.is- - 
tribution at the low velocities was difficult. 
Before, presenting the results for the two small gra-
dients B and C O attentio must be ca . led 'to the effect 
of pressure gradient o,n 8 . Since 8
	 enters int' cer-

tamdimensionless quantities used .  in plotting the re- 
sults, its actual value must be known for each case. Th,e 
value of 8
	 was measured only for distribution B and., 
the result was 
Observed 8* - 1.09 at X = 3.33 ft 
Blasius 5
	 -
I
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* 
For distribution 0, 6
	
was estimated by the aid of the 
ICrm.n-Pohlhausen method by assuming a linear pressure 
distribution. The validity of the method was tested by 
making a similar calculation fr B and obtaining good 
agreement with the measured 6 	 Theest.imated result 
for C was: 
Calculated 8*
= 0.93 at x = 3.33 ft 
Blasius 6* 
* 
The values of 6
	
for the Blasius distribution were mul-
tiplied by the above • factors to give the value of 6 	 per-
taining to gradients B and C. 
Figure 31 is the much-used.frequency diagram showing 
the results for zero, positive, and negative gradients 
of distributions A, B, .and C, respectively. The solid 
curve is the same as the broken curve, of figure 24 for 
zero gradient, shown here without the experimental points. 
The points for negative gradient lie close to this curve; 
the points for positive gradient generally lie outside the 
zone of amplification for zero gradient; The positive 
gradient has therefore widened the amplification zone as 
expected. Contrary to expectation, the negative gradient 
failed to reduce the size of the zone. No observations 
were made below R = 800. 
Since wave lengths of the oscillations were measured, 
the data for these same frequencies are given in a wave-
length diagram. (fig. 32) and a wave velocity diagram (rig. 
33). It w.ill.be noted that figure 32 is unlike the usual 
wave-length diagram (for example, fi. 25) in that the or-
dinate is now a,t,/U 0 instead of c&6.	 This change was 
made in order to eliminate 6
	
from one of the coordi-

nates and thereby t restrict errors occurring in the es-
timated value of '8
	
with pressure gradient to the 
Rnolds number coordinate. The-hew ordinate is simply 
M8	 divided by the Reynolds number, that is, 
* 
ct8 
U 0 8	 UO 
1) 
In both figures 32 and 33, the solid curves are the exper- 
imentally determined neutral curves for zero gradient with 
the experimental points omitted..
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Figures 32 and 33, 'like figure 31, show an .effect of 
the positive gradient but little or no effect of the'nega-
tive gradient. These figures show only the neutral points 
and so merely define the boundaries of the amplification 
zone. The effect of pressure gradient on the amplifica-
tion within the zone is demonstrated in 'figure 34. This 
figure, which is similar to figure 28 except that zones 
are from the frequency diagram instead of the wave-length 
diagram, shows the distribution of amplification coeffi-
(actually	 ) across the zones of figure 31 at 
certain fixed values of the Reynolds number. The positive 
and negative pressure gradients signify as before pres-
sure distributions B and C, respectively. For compari-
son, the experimental curves for zero gradient are given 
as solid lines. The comparison is best made between pairs 
of curves waving Reynolds numbers most nearly alike. 
Since	 increases with Reynolds number (see fig. 27), 
Uo 
the difference between R=l840 for zero gradient and 
R = 1810 for negative gradient may account for the re-
duced amplification with negativegradient. The failui'e 
to show conclusively an effect of the small negative gra-
dient may be due ih part to the small local value of the 
gradient shown in table V. The difference between R-
2200 f:or zero gradient and R = 2050 for positive gra-
dient is significant, since R = 2050 for zero gradient 
would lie below R = 2200. 
IX. TRANSITION PROM' OSCILLATIONS TO TURBUENCE, 
ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT 
The distinguishing. feature of transition with low 
streai turbulence is the occurrence of boundary-layer 
oscillations that grow uiiti1 the layer becomes ti.lrbulent. 
Under such conditions, transition to turbulent flow is 
simply transi1on from a particular type of oscillatory 
motion to turbulent motion. The oscillations are now un-
derstood and the final step in an understanding of the 
origin of turbulence involves an Investigation of this 
transition process. 
Although transition in highly disturbed flow does 
not fall into this category, the two are similar in that
1 
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both have to do w'ith the effect of a disturbance large 
enough to bring about turbulent flow. The effect, how-
ever, depends on the type of the disturbance as well as 
its magnitude; and, as has been shown, an amplified, dis-
turbance does not have the random character of an ini-
tially large disturbance. Transition from an amplified 
disturbance promises to be of considerable importance in 
modern low-turbulence wind tunnels and in the atmosphere. 
The vibrating ribbon to produce oscillations and the 
hot-wire apparatus to examine their development were suit-
able tools fôrthe investigation of transition. The rib-
bon was placed at the 3-foot position and two hot wires 
at different distances from the surface were arranged 
for traversing parallel, to the plate through the transi-
tion region. The Reynolds number was always chosen so 
that the undisturbed boundary layer (ribbon not vibrating) 
was laminar at the hot wires. Representative samples of 
the results obtained are shown in figures 3 ,5 to 37. 
Figure 35 shows what happens at a fixed point 2.5 
feet downstream from the ribbon as the vibrational ampli-' 
tude of the ribbon is varied. The pairs of traces show 
simultaneously the response of the two wires. The values 
of gain control setting on driving amplifier are roughly 
proportional to ribbon amplitude. The amplitude of the 
waves on the traces cannot be quantitatively related to 
t].uctuations of velocity because the sensitivity of the 
wires was unknown. The sensitr iv j tjee of the two wires 
were different, and so comparison of amplitudes at inner 
and outer wires was impossible. It is known, however, 
that velocity increases produce upward. displacement of the 
traces and that velocity decreases produce downwa±d. dis-
placement. The direction of time in this figure is from 
left to right. 
This figure shows that the boundary layerat a given 
point can be changed from laminar to turbulent by vary-
ing ribbon amplitude and. shows qualitatively the prgrès- 
sive nature of the change. Examination of successive 
pairs of traces indicates that fairly regular waves first 
make their appearance, being first in phase at the two 
wires and later In the fifth' and sixth records, in and 
out of phase in randpm fashion as the amplitude increases. 
The distances from the surface are such that an in-phase 
condition would be expected from the distribution of fig- 
ure 21. A growing distortion of the waves then appears 
until, In the seventh record., bursts of high-frequency
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fluctuations eccur. The latter, identified by. the Jigged 
appearance of the trace, are bursts of turbulence. The 
final record shows the completely. turbulent state. The 
dotted character of the traces, due to. the electronic 
switch, obliterates details of -rapid fluctuations. A sim-
ilar succesein.of changes is shownin fi-gures 36 And 37. 
in figure 36 simultaneous records are again shown, 
this time from two wires on . the same mounting moved down-
stream front the ribbon while the '
 amplitude Of the ribbon 
remained fixed. Figure 3,7 shows the same .nd.ition but 
for the two traces photegraphed separately in order to 
eliminate the dotting effect of the.elect-ro .nic switch.. 
The difference in the appearance of the records in these 
two figures is due more to the diffeient 'magnification 
than to the character of the traces. Since the frequency 
of 70 cycles per second is. amplified by the boundary layer, 
the amplitude increases downstream and increasing di.stane 
is in .one respect like increasing ribbon amplitude in fig-
ure 35. The two cases are not equivalent, however, be-. 
cause the boundary-layer thickness increases from record 
to record in figures 36 and 37. 
From calibration data, obtained in connection with 
figures 35 and 37,. it was possible to relate two partic-
ular displacements on the record to a percentage change 
in the, mean velocity at the p osition of the wire.' These' 
two percentages are indicated at the right of 'each trace, 
an upward displacement indicating an increase and a down-
ward di-epla•cement a decrease from the mean. local velocity 
at the hot w.ire. The percentages are the same for all 
records in figure 36.. 
For fluctuations as large as most of those shown, it 
is not possible to indicate the zero- or mean-velocity 
position of the trace. This is because of the nonlinear 
characteristics of the hot wire which produces greater 
displacement.s of the trace for.veiocity decreases than for 
increases. A certain, amount of' distortion.
 and some error 
in the record's will result from this effect. It is cer-
.taji, however, that crests are above the moan velocity 
while troughs are belbw the mean and the.di.stance between, 
the two is approximately the double amplitude. The scale 
at the right furniehe a. measure of the double amplitude. 
In the succession of changes' occurring from point to 
point through the transition'region, the oscillations
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first increase in amplitude and., once large, undergo in-, 
creasine amount.s of distortion. Turbulence.apooars at 
first in short intervals of the trace and finally for the 
full length of the trace. Randomness occurs gradually, 
and this suggests a continuous transition from wave to 
turbulent motion. It is not difficult (to imagine a proc-
ess here like that often assumed for the formation of 
eddies from a free vortex sheet. The sheet is imagined 
totakefirét a wavelike character, then as the .ware grows 
• to curl up into discrete eddies. The disturbed larniilar 
boundary layer may be regarded as 
	 wavy vortex layer with 
the wave progressively increasing In amplitude and die-
tcrrtlnguntil ldiscrete eddies are formed. The eddies 
•	 themselves are unstable and soon break up into a diffusive 
•	 type of motion which charaOterizes turbulent flow. If 
the validity of this picture is granted, transition is 
understood when the wave motion is understood. An under -
standing of transition is therefore close but only close 
because the wave motion is understood only when the am-
plitude is small. Furthermore, the important question 
•	 concerning where along the surface eddies first form is 
still unanswered. 
Another process may also be imagined. It will be 
noted in figures 35 to 37 that transition takes place in 
a more orderly manner at the greater distance from the 
surface. Here turbulence appears in certain parts of the 
wave cycle, generally i!xi the sharp-pointed low-velocity. 
part of the cycle. This. behavior lends support to the 
view held by some investigators that transition occurs 
when the flow comes to rest or reverses direction near 
the surface (separation point). While the amplitudes 
shown do not reach the necessary 100 percent', it seems 
possible that this value would be found at some point near-
er the surface. Against this argument is the fact that 
he records made nearer the surface do not show the turbu.-
lent bursts confined to the low-velocity sidO of the cy-
cle. The argument is further weakened by the possibility 
of accounting for the observed effecte.at the greater y-
values by the differehe between the distribution of mean-
velocity characteristic of a laminar layer and that char-
acteristic of a turbulent layer. This is' to say, that 
the observed effect 13 caused by the turbulence rather 
than a cause of the turbulence. 
The idea of transition by separation has been formu-
lated by Taylor (reference i) by issumIng intermittent 
separation
.
-or near separation to be caused by the local
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pressure gradients accompanying disturbances. The assump-
tion is that separation is imminent when the Krm.n_ 
Pohlhausen parameter A, derived from pressure gradients 
either steady orfluctuating, réaches,a certain negative• 
value .
 A steady adverse pressure gradient large enough 
to cause laminar separation is known-to-bring about tran-
sition rather than complete separation when the Reynolds 
number is sufficiently high. By analogy, 1n.temittent' 
separation is supposed to have the same effect. For iso-
tropic turbulence in the surround,in flow thà fluctuating 
pressure gradient is-known In terms of measurable quanti-
ties, namely, U' and the scale. Taylor's relation is 
1/5 (L_^.)	 =F(R) 
where L is the scale and F ( R ) expresses a function of 
the x-Reynolds number of transition. 
In essence Tayio.r's relation rests on the concept of 
velocity fluctuations' impressed on the boundary layer, from 
pressures outside. When velocity fluctuations belong to 
the natural wave in the boundary layer, Tailor's relation 
can have little bearing on the problem. There is there-
fore no theory connecting oscillations to transition. The 
idea of transitionby separation leads to the concept that 
transition results when the u-omponènt of-the wave gets 
sufficiently large to reverse .the flow near the surface. 
A ;lack of knowledge' regar'd.ing large-amplitude waves re-
sults in a lack of information concerning the point where 
transition will occur. 
It has not been proved, that separation is a necessary 
condition for transition. Figure 11, where a slight re-
versal near the surface is indicated by a frequency dou- 
bling in the lower part of the cycle in the trace at 4 
feet, gives evidence that. ' reversal alone is not a suffi-
cient condition. Perhaps 'the former picture, based on 
the analogy to the vortex sheet is the more accurate one. 
Since the Taylor relation is not applicable when 
transition results from amplified waves, the average-scale 
of the initial disturbance is important only insofar as it 
is related to the' spectrum of the' disturbance. The ,
 fre-
quency distribution of the initial disturbance i,s of great 
importance, since amplification finally selects only a 
very narrow band of frequencies from all those initially
'4
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present to bring about transition. . The presence or absence 
of frequencies near this amplified band is obviously more 
important than the total energy of the. disturbance. 
Only en the basis of certain prominent frequency bands 
in the stream turbu-lence can figure 7 be explained. The 
reasoning is as follows: If no disturbances were present, 
theoretically transition should not occur. The pairs #f 
curves in figure 7 should then approach B =	 . for zero 
turbulence. Onthe basis of amplification of initial dis-
turbances in which all frequencies are present, equation 
(33) suggests that the curves defining the transition re-
gion should fall rapidly at first and then at a progres-
sively diminishing rate as the turbulence is further in-
creased. Actually, the opposite trend is shown in figure 
7. Figure 8. shows that not all frequencies are represented 
alike and, furthermore, that noise is responsible for many 
of the peaks showi. As the present turbulence was de-
creased by the addition of damping screens, the ratio of 
noise to true turbulence was increased. While the total 
energy of the disturbance was decreased, the energy-in 
certain frequency bands may actually have been increased. 
A reduction of noise might have greatly altered figure 7. 
X. CONCLUSION 
Laminar-boundary-layer oscillations are the velocity 
fl-uctuations that result from a wave traveling downstream 
through the boundary 1ayer. The charactristic of this 
wave have been measured and good agreement with theory has 
been obtained. The wave may be set up either by a vibrat-
ing object in the boundary layer, such as a vibrating rib-
bon, or by disturbances from the outside, such-as stream 
turbulence and sound. When the disturbance Is random or 
nearly random and. contains many frequencies, amplification 
and damping isolate a wave containing a narrow band of 
frequencies in the neighborhood of the frequency most high-
ly amplified. 
A wave in the boundary layer constitutes a disturbance 
that will cause transition on a flat plate with zero pres-
sure gradient when thb amplitü.de is sufficiently large. A 
sufficiently large random disturbance will also cause tran- 
sition. When random initial disturbances are SO small that 
transition is delayed until values of R. 2000 have been 
reached, sufficient amplification can occur from the ox-
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perimentally established, lower limit R'= 450, to 
R > 2000 to give rise to a recognizable oscillation. 
Larger initial disturbances obscure the oscillations by 
irregular fluctuations of comparable magnitude. 
Natural disturbances may be sound waves as well as 
turbulence. Turbulence generally has a more nearly ran- 
dom distribution of energy with frequency than sound. In 
view of the importance of frequency, sound disturbances 
with a concentration of energy in frequency bands that are 
highly amplified by the bound.ary . layer maybe more con-
ducive to early transition than turbulence. This is im-
portant in free flight where turbulence is probably negli-
gible but where engine and propeller noise is present in 
large amounts. 
The effect of pressure gradient on the oscillations 
is a practicably important phase of the problem about which 
more sheuld. be known. Little more has been done here than 
to show the direction of the effect and to give some idea 
of its magnitude. The results are in accord with theory, 
which also is incompleteinthierespect. 
0ther aspects of the problem remain to be investi-
gated.. One of these having practical importance Is the 
effect of curvature. The importance of boundary-layer os-
cillations on airfoils cannotbo determined until effects 
of curvature as well as pressure gradient are known. 
Other quantities associated with the wave but not investi- 
gated are v and uv. A study of these quantities would 
be interesting as a further check on the theory, although 
hardly necessary to identify the oscillations and their 
characteristics in view of the Information derived from 
studies of u. 
It is possible that boundary-layer oscillations may 
arise from Internaldieturbancee as well as from external 
disturbances - that is, from surfacO irregularities and 
vibration of the surface. A rand.omlydistributed small 
roughness may produce effects similar to small amounts of 
turbulence in the air stream. Small ridges or waves in 
the surface may start oscillations when the spacing is near 
some amplified wave length. Vibration of the surface, like 
sound, may produce oscillations, especially when the fre-
qincy is near some' amplified. oscillation frequency. An 
i, vestigation of these and other phases of the problem 
will throw additional light on the important problem of 
transition. 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C.
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TABLE I 
TURBULENCE WITH SIX DAMPING- SCREENS IN SETTLING- CHAMBER
[Measurements at single station in working chamber] 
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t
0
UO UO
w t 
1i
./i/3(u12 +
	
+ w12) 
is0 
(fps) (percent). (percent) (percent) (percent) 
. 30 0.019 0.011 0.012 0.0145 
40 .021 .020 .019 .	 .0200 
50 024 .023 .020 .0224 
60 .027 .026 .021 .0248 
70 .030 .030 .026 .0287 
80 .033 .035 9032 .0334 
90 1035 .039 .037 .0371 
100 .037 .042 .041 .0401 
110 .040 1044 .045 .0430 
120 . .045 ,046 .047 .0459
TABLE II	 - 
TURBULENCE WITH SIX 'DAMPING SCREENS FOLLOWED 
BY ONE BOLTING CLOTH IN SETTLING CHAMBER

[Measurements at single station in working chamber] 
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u' v w' 4A./3(ut2 + v	 + w'2) 
U0. 
(fps) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) 
30 0.019 0.012 0.009 0.0135 
40 .019 .012 .010 .014 
50 .021 .014 0015 .016 
60 .026 .018 .016 ,0204 
70 .029 .020 .017 .0226 
80 0033 .022 .018 ,0251. 
90 .037 .026 .020 .0286 
100 .040 .029 023 .0315 
110 .044 .034 .025 .0352
TABLE III
THEORETICAL WAVE PARAMETERS FOR NEUTRAL OSCILLATIONS 
ACCORDING TO SCHLICHTIN (REFERENCE 4) 
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•
a
Branch I Branch II 
R ct6 _!_ x 1,06 R cr6' 10 
0.200 7200 0.077 2,14 37,600 0.149 0.79 
.250 3010 .101 8.39 12,000 .188 3.92 
.300 1530 .129 j	 25.3 4,640 .223 14.4 
.325 1150 .143 40.4 3,290 .238 23,5 
.350 893 .159 62,3	 • 2,070 .251 42.4 
.375 736 .181 92.2 1,420 .264 69.7 
.400 633 .205 129.5 1,020 .274 107.4 
.420 606 .239 165.7 713 .273 161.0
TABLE IV
THEORETIOAL NEUTRAL OSCILLATIONS TAKEN 
FROM SCHLICHING (REFERENCE 5)

[For . average . 'u t ]Uo = 0.05 from y/8 = 0 to yI '6 = 13
- 
6
10-.. 
'U0 '100 U	-I 0 K. 
Branóh" I;	 R,	 894;	 a8,	 0.159 
o	 q 0. .0 0 
.050 .445 .0546 -.032 
.090 641 .158" -.061 
.130 .804 .287 -.155 
.170	 . .	 .922 .434 -.169 
.209 1.005 .608 -.140 
•	 .250 '	 1,016 .79 -.109 
.290 1.003 .973 -.064 
.370 '	 .854 1.322 -.022 
.451 .68? 1.605 ...0075 
.531 .524 1.820 0 
.612.	 ' 0371 1,984 0 
.693 .244 2.098 0 
.774 .121 2.170 0 
.854 .007 2.193 - 0 
.935 .103 2.180 '	 0 
1.015 .211 2.108 0 
1.1 .203 2.027 0 
1.2 .193 1.935 0 
1.3 '	 .185 1.849	 ' 0' 
1.4 .176 '1.763 0 
1.5 .168 1.681 0
68
1 
y tu' 
10- 0 100 - 
Branch III;	 R,	 2070;	 a8* , ,
	 O.251 
0 0 0 0 
.029 .661 .0655 
.054 937 .214
-.121 
.074 1.038 .359
-.170 
.105 11108 .595
-.191 
.157 1.127 1.028
-.146. 
.209 1.086 1.445 -.076 
.250 .998 1.755
-.010 
.290 .906 2,04
-.015 
.370 .686 2,50
-.019 
.451 .504 2.87 0 
.531 .340 3.10 0 
.612 .205 3.26 0 
.693 0087 3.35 0 
.774 .022 3.37 0 
.854 .123 3,33 0 
.935 .216 3022 0 
1,015 .305 3.11 0 
1.1 .292 2.925 0 
1,2 .272 .2.72 0 
1,3 .252 2.53 0 
1.4 .234 2,35 0 
1.5 .218 2.18 0
69 
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	 TABLB IV -. (Continued) 
TH1ORETIOAL NEUTRAL 0SCILL.&TIO9 TAKEN 
FROM CHLtCHING (E11RENCE. 5) 
8* = 0,3416 
TABLE V
PRESSURE GRADIENTS (_L !) 
70
Distribution
Average grad.ient 
from 1 to 6 ft 
(percent)
Local gradient 
(percent). 
A -0.11 -0,78 from 4	 to . 5 ft 
B 1.62 2.48 from 3 to 3.67 ft 
0 -2.38 -1.36 from 3 to 3.67 f 
12.0 from 3 to 3.67 ft 
B 
D--
-9.8 from 3. to 3.67 ft
q 1 dynamic pressure outside boundary layer at 3.33 feet 
from leading edge of.-Plate 
P	 pressure near surface at distance x from leading 
edge 
Note that pressure gradient and dynamic pressure gradient 
have opposite signs. 	 (See fig. 30.) 
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-	 Figure l.-.Elevation view of 4 1/2-foot wind tunnel. 
Figure 2.- Pitot-static surface tube used to measure pressure distribution and posi-
tion of transition.
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Figs. 5,6 
Figure 5.- Rubber-suspension type mountings with hot-wire heads attached. 
Figure 6.- Sled-like hot-wire head arranged for two hot wires.
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DISTANCE FROM LEADING EDGE OF PLATE IN FEET 
Figure 15.- Relative sound intensity from loudspeaker in ceiling of working 
chamber at leading edge of plate, measured along center 3 inches

	
from plate. Frequency
	 60 cps. 
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Figure 16.- Boundary layer oscillations excited by loudspeaker. Points show 
sound frequency giving maximum amplification. Curve outlines 
theoreticalamplification zone. (See Figure 13).
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Figure 17.- Regeheration frequencies resulting from feedback from hot wire 
in boundary layer to loudspeaker. Curve outlines theoretical 
amplification zone. (See Figure 13). 
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Figure 18.- Oscillations/excited by sound through hole in plate. Points show 
regeneration frequencies resultingfrom feedback from hot wire in 
boundary layer to head phone. Hot wire moved fore'and aft along line 3/16 inch 
below hole. U0	 23 ft per sec. 
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Figure 19.- Middle frequencies of regeneration, wire far from hole, taken 
from curves of type shown in Figure 18. Curve outlines theoretical 
amplification zone. Lines from points show length of amplification path. 
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Figure 20.- Wave-length diagram showing zone of amplification according to 
Schlichting. Points show values of6*for frequencies of Figure 19. 
Lines from points show path of amplification.
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Figure 22.- Oscillograms showing phase reversal in u-component 
of oscillations excited by vibrating ribbon. Simul-
taneous records from two hot wires located one foot downstream 
from ribbon. Lower trace - hot wire 0.055 inch from surface. 
Upper trace - hot wire at various distances from surface. 
Ribbon 3 feet from leading edge. Frequency 70 c ps. U0 = 42 ft 
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Figure 24.- Frequency of neutral oscillations
	 - 
-	 excited in boundary layer by 
vibrating ribbon. Solid curve is neutral curve 
•
	
according to Schlichting. Broken curves are 
neutral curves defined by experimental points. I 
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Figure 25.- Wave-length of neutral oscillations excited in boundary layer by 
vibrating ribbon. Solid curve is neutral curve according to 
Schlichting. Broken curves are neutral curves defined by experimental points. 
Closed circles-branch I. Open circles-branch II. 
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Figure 27.- Contours of equal amplification according to Schlichting. Values 
of16/U0 (all values to be multiplied by lO g ) opposite points 
are amplifications determined by experiment. Faired experimental contour of 
zero amplification shown by broken curves. 
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Figure 29..- 05ciflograms of u-fluctuations showing effect, of 
pressure gradient on boundary-layer osci11ations9 
Distance from surface = 0.021 inch. U 0 = 95 ft per Sec. Time 
interval between dots = 1/30 sec.
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Figure 33.- Wave velocity diagram
-
of neutral oscillations. Experimental curve 
for zero pressure gradient shown without points. Positive gradient 
from distribution B and negative gradient from distribution C •of Table V. 
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Figure 34.7 Distribution of amplification across zones of Figure 31, showiiie,- 
effect of pressure gradient. Positive gradient from pressure 
• distribution B and negative gradient from distribution C of Table V. 
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Figure 35.- OsQillogras of u-fluctuations showing development 
of turbulence from oscillations produced by vibrating 
ribbon at position 2.5 feet downstream from ribbon. Ribbon 3 feet 
from leading edge of plate. Simultaneous records at 0.014 inch 
from surface upper trace; and 0.114 inch from surface, lower 
trace. Frequency 70 cps. U 0 = 50 ft per sec.
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Figure 36.- Oscillograms of u-fluctuations showing development 
of turbulence from oscillations produced by 
vibrating ribbon placed 3 feet from leading edge of plate. 
Simultaneous records at 0.011 inch from surface, upper trace; 
and 0.112 inch from surface, lower trace. Frequency 70 cps. 
U0 = 50 ft per sec.
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